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ABSTRACT
A Non-Racist Framework for the Analysis of
Educational Programs for Black Children
September 1980
Margaret Anne King, B.A., Bennett College
M.Ed.
,
University of Massachusetts
Ed . D
. ,
University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Alfred L. Karlson
This study was conducted to develop a conceptual
framework which focuses on the strengths of Black children.
The framework is an attempt to present an alternative per-
spective to developing and evaluating programs for Black
children. The study was developed in three parts. The
first part involved the development of the framework which
is based on four assumptions.
I. Black children share a common cultural heritage, a
history of slavery, oppression, and racial injustice
in America.
II. Black children grow and develop in a complex family
environment which is different in customs, organiza-
tion, and perspective from that of the dominant cul-
ture .
III. Black children grow up in communities which support
their "blackness" and help them to develop a view of
themselves whicn reflects the positive attitudes and
beliefs of the Black family which are is often con-
tradictory to the views of the larger society
.
IV. Black children have many unique strengths and abili-
ties which help them to deal effectively with their
environments
.
The second part of the study involved sending a ques-
tionnaire to fifty-five Black social scientists who were
vi
knowledgeable in the area of Black child development and
related fields to find out if they agreed with the frame-
work .
The findings revealed that most of the scholars
agreed with the framework as a viable basis for developing
educational programs for Black children.
The third part of the study involved visiting eight
educational programs that Black children participate in.
Four of the programs were developed as independent Black
programs and four were developed as early intervention
programs. The independent Black programs chosen were:
the Chad School in Newark, New Jersey; the CORE Community
School and the Melrose School in South Bronx, New York;
and the Mary Belk Day Care Center in Charlotte, North
Carolina. The intervention models were the Education De-
velopment Center Open Education Model; the Direct Instruc-
tion Model; the Responsive Education Model; and a Head
Start program. The directors of the programs were inter-
viewed using questions based on the framework. The general
view that was dominant in all of the programs, except the
Responsive Education Model, was that an understanding of
one's culture was secondary to academic achievement and be-
ing accepted by the dominant culture.
The study revealed that there was a need to consider
the elements of our framework when implementing programs
vii
for Black children but generally this is not done in many
schools
.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background to the Problem
One of the most critical and controversial issues in
education today is the schooling of Black children. The
issue is a continuing one in American history, but received
new and significant attention almost a quarter of a century
ago when the United States Supreme Court ruled in the case
of Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas 1954 that
the doctrine of 'separate but equal' was illegal in educa-
tional practices. This decision which attempted to outlaw
segregation by race in public schools legalized the idea
of equal educational opportunity for all children. Prior
to that time, in spite of the insistence of Blacks for
equality in educational practices, the goal of the American
school system was compulsory ignorance or the noneducation
of Black children (Weinberg, 1977) . Before the Civil War
and the Emancipation Proclamation, this end was achieved
through the enactment of laws which forbade the teaching of
Black children. In 1740, the first compulsory ignorance
law in America was enacted in South Carolina which stated
that:
1
2And whereas the having of slaves taught to write, or
suffering them to be employed in writing, may be
attending with great inconveniences;
Be it enacted. That all and every persons whatsoever
who shall hereafter teach or cause any to be taught
to write, or shall use or employ any slave as a
scribe in any manner of writing, whatsoever, hereafter
taught to write; every such person or persons shall,
for every offense forfeith the sum of one hundred
pounds current money (Klingberg, 1941; Weinberg, 1977)
.
For more than a century, this law was strengthened, dupli-
cated, and enforced in one state after another (Weinberg,
1977)
.
Following the Emancipation Proclamation and the rise
of public education for all, Black children were still
consistently denied an equal education. Black parents
paid taxes which supported and financed public schools but
in most cases their children were either barred from those
schools or forced to attend substandard separate schools
which were poorly financed. However, the Brown decision of
1954 marked a turning point in the education of Black
children. Separate schools were no longer legal even
though they remained and continued to grow in cities and
towns throughout the United States. In spite of the en-
durance of segregated schools, educators were forced to focus
their attention on that population of children, who because
of race had been deliberately denied equal educatonal oppor-
tunities. As a result of pressure from the Black community
and Black service organizations, social scientists were
3compelled to look at the quality of education that Black
children were receiving in schools throughout the United
States. Accordingly, educators became concerned about the
academic performance of these children and began to use
standardized measures to compare the academic performance
of these children with the academic performance of children
from the dominant culture. The results from these standard-
ized measures indicated that a large majority of Black
children were below the national norms in reading and mathe-
matical skills. However, there appeared to be some similari-
ties between the academic performance of Black children and
poor white children; therefore, educators further hypothe-
sized that the environment of these children was a signifi-
cant factor in determining intellectual development and aca-
demic achievement. Several assumptions were developed based
on these findings.
Bernstein (1961) proposed that there were differences
in child rearing practices of middle and lower class parents.
He further proposed that because of these differences in
child rearing practices, middle class children developed an
"elaborated code" of language which was good for elaborating
reasons underlying decisions; whereas, lower class children
developed a "restricted code" which could not be used to
communicate complex thoughts and ideas. Bernstein also
suggested that the speech of lower class children was
a
4primitive code of speech which oriented them toward the
development of concepts which were more descriptive than
analytical; thus, inhibited them from learning from their
environment. Berstein's theory was adapted to American
education as a deficit theory, often referred to as the
"verbal-deficit hypothesis." The "verbal-deficit hypothe-
sis" was based on the assumption that Black children in
the inner city and rural south lived in environments where
they heard very little language and had poor language
models; therefore, they learned a restricted code of lan-
guage which was defective and inadequate for learning, sub-
sequently causing academic failure. Several preschool pro-
grams were developed based on this hypothesis.
Martin Deutsch (1964) suggested that the absence of
a well-structured routine in the home was reflected in the
difficulty that lower class children had in structuring
language. Through observation, he deduced that lower class
children's speech sequences seemed to be temporarily very
limited and poorly structured syntactically; therefore, the
major goal of a language development program should be
syntactic organization and subject continuity.
Likewise, Bereiter and Englemann (1966) theorized
that lower class children's language was deficient and the
deficiency affected their ability to conceptualize. In
addition, they claimed that these children used a system of
5"giant words" or phrases which they could not take apart or
recombine. These children allegedly did not understand that
words could be transformed into statements, questions, or
comments. To remedy these deficiencies, Bereiter and
Englemann constructed a preschool program which relied on
pattern drill responses. They reasoned that through these
drills, children would learn to identify things in their
world and learn how to ask questions.
These programs and others like them which were devel-
oped during the sixties (Weikart, 1967; Klaus and Gray,
1968; and Nimnicht, Meier, and McAfee, 1969) were based
on the belief that the academic failure and progressive aca-
demic deficit so common among Black children and poor child-
ren was mainly a function of their early socialization under
poverty and discrimination (Wilkerson, 1970). These pro-
grams supported one idea or mode of thought: Black child-
ren were deficient in cognitive and language skills and the
deficiency was a consequence of their inadequate cultural
background; therefore, it was necessary to change them by
changing their language and their environment if they were
to perform well in school.
Linguists, anthropologists, and some educators and
psychologists questioned the idea of cultural deprivation
and proposed an alternate theory to explain the educational
6P^^klems of Black children. This theory is often referred
to as the cultural difference hypothesis" because it sug-
gested that the problem of academic failure among Black
children was not related to a deficiency in them or in
their families, but in the relationship between them and
the school system. It further suggested that Black children
grow up in a culture where their family style, language,
and way of living are significantly different from that
of their middle socioeconomic peers and the assumptions
upon which the school is based.
The research of Labov (1968) was instrumental in al-
tering the belief that Black children were culturally defi-
cient. He conducted extensive research studies to exam-
ine the language of Black children. Previous research
studies indicated that there were distinctive differences
between the language patterns of Black children and white
children therefore the linguistic abilities of Black
children became the center of controversy. Labov 's re-
search was conducted in Harlem with a population of 300
males between the ages of ten and seventeen. He and his
associates interviewed those subjects individually and in
groups inside and outside of school. They found that the
subjects responded differently to the interview depending
on the setting. In school, a situation that Labov des-
cribed as threatening, the speech of the subjects seemed
7inhibited and unnatural; whereas, the language elicited from
the same subjects outside the school was expressive, com-
plex, and logical. From those interviews, Labov proposed
that the setting influenced the language patterns that
Black children exhibited, and it was possible that much of
the language that researchers had examined during the early
sixties was elicited in threatening situations which caused
the children not to speek freely. He further concluded
that the nonstandard dialect, often termed Black English,
that many inner city children spoke was not only a systematic
and viable means of communication but that it was syntacti-
cally and phonologically different from but not inferior to
Standard English. He also deduced that social situations
influenced speech and that there was no monolithic form of
Black Dialect. Adults tended to show fewer forms of Black
dialect than younger people and middle class people tended
to show fewer forms than lower class people. He also found
that it was difficult to determine the number of people who
spoke Black English because like other speakers of English,
Black people's language varies according to geographic re-
gion, age, social class, and situation.
Labov ' s research provided the framework for reading
and language programs which acknowledged the idea of cul
tural differences among children. One group of research-
ers (Stewart, 1970; Baratz , 1969; and Shuy, 1970) theorized
8that programs should initially accept the dialect of Black
children by allowing them to use their dialect for oral com-
munication and learning to read. They further suggested
that Black children should be taught to read in their
vernacular, Black English, and later taught to speak and read
Standard English because Standard English was a more presti-
gious form of English and it was the language of the school.
It was further argued that teachers should be educated to the
linguistic differences in Black children's language so that
they could make a distinction between differences in pro-
nounciation and mistakes in reading.
Another group of researchers expanded the cultural
difference model. Rystron (1970) , Melmed (1970) , and Simons
and Johnson (1974) suggested that there was a mismatch be-
tween Black children's language and the Standard English
text. They conducted research studies which were designed
to support their hypothesis but the results of their stud-
ies indicated that there was no evidence which supported
the notion that dialect training would change the language of
Black children (Ry strom, 1970) or that speaking a non-
standard dialect interfered with learning to read Standard
English texts (Melmed,, 1970; Simons and Johnson, 1974).
Consequently, they suggested that Black children's language
could, not be changed through repetition or pattern drill
practices and that dialect readers were not the solution to
9the problem. They further suggested that social scientists
should look beyond dialect per se as a remedy to the read-
ing failure of Black children. Thus, the problems that
Black children encountered in relation to their oral language
and reading abilities were not a consequence of speaking a
nonstandard dialect but a result of the teacher's attitude
toward that dialect and the teacher's definition of reading.
Educators and linguists (Ry strom and Cowart, 1972; Goodman
and Burke, 1973; Piestrup, 1973; and Cunningham, 1976) have
attempted to look beyond language differences per se and have
proposed that it is not Black children's language that in-
terferes with reading but it is the teacher's reaction to
that language that causes the difficulty. Goodman and Burke
(1973) concluded after ten years of working with nonstandard
speakers in a reading situation that:
The only special disadvantage which speakers of low-
status dialects suffer in learning to read is one im-
posed by teachers and schools. Rejection of their
dialects and educators' confusion of linguistic dif-
ference with linguistic deficiency interferes with the
natural process by which reading is acquired and under-
mines the linguistic self-confidence of divergent
speakers.
Simply speaking, the disadvantage of the divergent
speaker, Black or White, comes from linguistic dis-
crimination. Instruction based on rejection of
linguistic difference is the core of the problem.
We would further suggest that the problems that Black
children experience are twofold. They are a result of
racial discrimination as well as linguistic discrimination,
therefore the academic failure of Black children cannot
be entirely attributed to linguistic differences.
10
Likewise
,
Ginsburg (197 2) supported the cultural dif-
ference model. He contended that there are cognitive uni-
versals or modes of language and thought which are shared
by all children (except the retarded and severely emotion-
ally disturbed) regardless of culture or upbringing. Accord-
ing to this theory, all children progress through the
sensorimotor period and proceed from there to pre-operational
thought, then concrete operational thought, and finally to
the stage of formal operations. Ginsburg substantiated his
hypothesis by examining the crosscultural and western
studies which compared social classes on various Piagetian
tasks. The studies showed that certain aspects of cogni-
tion are universal. Thus, all children acquire basic cate-
gories of thought.
Baratz and Baratz (1970) also contended that Black
children were not culturally deficient and that social
scientists should plan programs that utilize children's
differences as a means of furthering their acculturation
into the mainstream while maintaining their identity and
cultural heritage. Therefore, the education of culturally
different children should not:
Attempt to destroy functionally viable processes of
subculture, but rather should use these processes
to teach additional cultural forms. The goal of
such education should be to produce a bicultural
11
child who- is capable of functioning both in their sub-
culture and in the mainstream (p. 124) .
Valentine (1971) extended the cultural difference model by
elaborating on the concept of biculturation. He wrote that:
Both the deficit and the difference models neglect
and obscure the important concept of biculturation.
Biculturation strongly appeals to us as a key concept
for making sense out of ethnicity and related matters:
The collective behavior and social life of the Black
community is bicultural in the sense that each Afro-
American ethnic segment draws upon both a distinctive
repertoire of standardized Afro-American group beha-
vior and, simultaneously, patterns derived from the
mainstream cultural system of Euro-American derivation.
Socialization into both systems begins at an early age,
continues throughout life, and is generally of equal
importance in most individual lives (p. 7)
.
He further suggested that a bicultural model is preferable
because it adequately represents Afro-American realities.
It not only recognizes the legitimacy and creativity of
ethnic cultures, but it also appreciates that Afro-Americans
are already more competent in the mainstream culture than
most non-Black Americans believe or admit.
These educational models, the deficit model, the
culturally different model , and the bicultural model did not
adequately e plain the academic failure of Black children.
We maintain that these models could not possibly explain
the failure of Black children in schools because:
1. the model reflected the racist attitudes and beliefs
of this society by placing the responsibility of failure
Black children and their families; 2. theseand change on
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models reflected the liberal attitudes and perspectives of
the social scientists who developed and supported them; 3.
these models were a product of the sociopolitical trends
during the sixties and early seventies; and 4. these models
were comparative in nature. Billingsley (1972) explained
the problems of social science research explicitly in this
statement:
Much of the social science analysis of Black people
is comparative in nature. It compares the intimate
situations among Black people with those of the
white community. The conceptual fallacy of this
technique of analysis has seldom been analyzed.
Such comparative analysis presupposes that at some
point or time in history Black people and white
people lived on a basis of equality and were subjected
to equal supports and resources from this society.
Consequently, any divergence in behavior, attitudes,
or conditions from this basis of equality and simi-
larity must be explained. Yet we know by the reality of
our own lives that no such basis of equality ever
existed in this country, but we have developed no
tools of analysis that starts with the basis of in-
equality which has always existed. If we can find
our way to do so, this will tell us much more about
the kind of society in which we live than the compara-
tive analysis now so common in social science. Then
we will be able to explain why so many black children
learn to read rather than why so few do, and how so
many Black youth stay out of jail, and how so many
Black families manage to be self-supporting, and
perhaps how others can be enabled to do likewise.
Moreover, this kind of analysis may enable us to
translate the strengths of Black families into social
science laws for the benefit of the larger society
and most importantly of all, this kind of social
science analysis based on the realities of our exist-
ence rather than a fictional reading of it, may pro-
vide a sounder bas6 for the reordering of our society
and reordering of our institutions (pp. xiv-xv)
.
Thus
,
it can be seen that many of the problems that seem to
be prevalent among Black children are a result of the
13
theoretical framework through which educators and other
social scientists view them.
Problem To Be Investigated
Black children have been victims of an abundance of
social science research which views them as deficient and
inferior. Much of this research which attempted to explain
Black children's behavior reflected the racists' attitudes
and beliefs of this society. The research was primarily
conducted by white researchers whose beliefs and attitudes
are a result of their socialization in this society, a soci-
ety where people are socialized to view Blacks as inferior
and less-abled human beings. As a consequence of these at-
titudes, much of the research was conducted using norms de-
rived from the white population. Therefore most of the
research did not consider or reflect the cultural back-
ground of Black children. Moreover, it is this type of
social science research which has contributed to the notion
that Blacks are inferior to whites because it promotes and
condones the racist inquiry of such prominent researchers as
Daniel Patrick Moynihan (1965) , Arthur Jensen (1970) , and
William Shockley (1972) who used data based on their own
values and perspectives to describe and explain the lire
styles of Black people. In spite of their questionable data
approach and motives, critics who objected to them, added
validity to their assumptions by calling attention to their
14
research. This typical form of racism has influenced the
inability of white social scientists to accept the existence
of Black culture and to insist that low achievement among
Black children is a result of their inabilities.
Furthermore, it is our belief that racism is a critical
factor in the development of Black children and it influences
almost every aspect of their daily lives therefore this in-
quiry is based on one fundamental thesis: That belonging to
an ethnic minority, especially one that has a history of
racial oppression and degradation in this society, is the
most significant factor which has influenced the schooling
of Black children. Weinberg stated that:
Historically, the significance of race in education
has been underestimated. More recently, many analysts
of right and left persuasions have interpreted minority
children as essentially poor children, defining their
plight as economic rather than racial. Another view is
that Black children are not unlike other minority chil-
dren so that their problems are those of any other
ethnic group. Both of these views evade the dominant
role of race in American education (Weinberg, 1977 ; 362).
All Black children in this society bear the stigma of skin
color, because the larger society has historically viewed
and treated people of color with inferiority; therefore it
is impossible for Black children to evade the possibility
that they will enter the world with certain disprivileges
based entirely on race (Ladner, 1977; 217). The stigma
attached to racial difference operates without regard to
socioeconomic status, although wealth and status has helped
15
a few Blacks achieve increased freedom. Consequently, the
race of Black children has been the dominant factor which
has influenced their schooling for more than three centuries.
Prior to 1865, Black children were denied by law the oppor-
tunity to learn to read and write on the basis of their
skin color. Later, once these laws were abolished, Black
children were still segregated in schools and denied equal
educational opportunities. The criteria that white Ameri-
cans used to segregate Black children was skin color. A
quarter of a century has passed since segregation by race
was abolished by law and Black children are still systemati-
cally being denied equality in educational practices.
Fredrick Douglass wrote over a century ago that 'equality'
is the condition in which skin color conferred neither
privilege to whites nor disadvantage to Blacks. However,
this condition has not yet been achieved in this society.
Black children are still attending schools which are sepa-
rate, unequal, and dehumanized because of the racism which
is pervasive in this society. Even in schools which are
integrated by law, Black children are often segregated be-
cause of the extreme use of tracking systems and standard-
ized testing which dooms them to academic failure.
An eradication of racism in this society would
eliminate many of the problems that Black children encounte
daily, especially in the public schools. However, it is
16
unlikely that racism and oppression will be eliminated in
our lifetime therefore we must begin to accept the fact that
inequality based on race exists in this society. Perhaps if
we begin to understand more fully the inequalities and dif-
ferences that exist between the culture of Black children
and white children, we might begin to understand the ele-
ments that have contributed to the survival of Black chil-
dren and their families in this society.
We also believe that it is important that social
scientists understand that being Black in America is
different in significant ways than being white and poor.
C. Eric Lincoln (1964) asserted that:
There has never been a Negro born in America who
has not been crippled and maimed by the great lie
of racial inferiority.
Therefore, we do not intend to minimize or deny the impact
of racism on all Black children, regardless of social
class. Washington (1976) stated that:
It is racism in America which makes the raising
of Black children different and difficult, and as
a result a different accounting of the lives of
Black children is necessary.
Thus
,
we can no longer view Black children as "white
children in a black skin." Black children are not and never
were "white children in a black skin"; instead, they share
common bonds with other Black people which influences their
development and their perspective of the world. Conse-
quently, we do not intend to focus on the pathology of
17
Black children and their families because too much social
science research has already examined Blacks from that per-
spective. Quarles (1967) defined the problem of social
sicence research and Blacks in this manner:
We pick up a social science book. We look in
the index under 'Negro'; it will read, see
slavery, see crime, see juvenile delinquency,
perhaps see the Commission on Civil Disorder, per-
haps see anything except Negro. So when we try to
get a perspective of the Negro, we get a distorted
perspective.
The same phenomenon exists when we want to find out about the
schooling of Black children. We find information about Black
children under such headings as the culturally deprived,
the educationally handicapped, the genetically inferior,
and the verbally deficient, but it is almost impossible to
pick up a journal or book which looks at Black children as
individuals with strengths as well as weaknesses. It is
therefore our goal to develop a view of Black children
based on their sociocultural environment.
Purpose of the Study
Since much of the research on Black children is
comparative in nature and reflects the racists attitudes
of this society, it is the purpose of this study to criti-
cally examine existing social science research and develop
a theoretical framework for understanding and identifying
the strengths of Black children. This framework is based
18
on an understanding of the sociocultural realities that
Black children experience.
Outline of the Study
Development of the framework
. The framework which
is based on four assumptions forms the basis of this study.
The assumptions describe and explain four elements which are
essential influences on the development of most Black chil-
dren. In order to develop the assumptions, an extensive
review of the literature was conducted using ERIC, numerous
journals, periodicals, and books about Black children, their
family, community, language, academic achievement, and
schooling.
Modification of the framework . Since the framework
was developed by the author working alone, a questionnaire
was developed and sent to Black scholars in an attempt to
get additional viewpoints about the framework.
Application of the framework . The framework was
then used as a resource for the development of questions
which we e asked of the directors of eight educational
programs that Black children participated in. The purpose
was to find out the extent that these educational programs
considered the sociocultural environment of Black chil-
dren when developing and implementing curriculum.
CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT OF FRAMEWORK
Introduction
The intent of this study is to provide an accurate
framework based on several assumptions about the cultural
background of Black children. These assumptions will be
based on the belief that Black children share a distinct
cultural background which is different in significant ways
from the cultural background of most white children. Our
further purpose is to apply this framework to existing
educational programs that Black children participate in
with the goal of providing an accurate model for the
education of Black children. Since much of this study de-
pends on these starting points , considerable and detailed
attention is paid to them here.
Assumption I
Our first assumption is that Black children share
a common cultural heritage, a history of slavery, oppres-
sion, or racial injustice in America. Racism and discrimi-
nation toward Blacks are as much a part of America's history
as democracy and equality. At the very foundation of
America's history is the inhumane attitudes that existed
19
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toward people who were different. In 1619 Blacks came to
America as indentured servants with the intention of buying
their freedom and taking their place in the American society
as. first-class citizens. However, by 1660 slave laws based
on skin color or race were instituted which would perpetuate
slavery from one generation to another. Consequently,
slaves were no longer considered human beings; instead,
they were property which could be bought and sold at their
owner's command.
This institution which lowered the status of Blacks
in the United States to a castelike minority has been a
center of controversy for many historians. Was this insti-
tution of slavery based on economic need or racism? Jordan
(1968) suggested that:
. . . . It seems likely that the colonists' initial
sense of difference from the Negro was founded not on
a single characteristic but on a congeries of qualities
which, taken as a whole, seemed to set the Negro apart.
Virtually every quality in the Negro invited perjora-
tive feelings. What may have been his two most strik-
ing characteristics, his heathenism and his appearance,
were probably prerequisite to his complete debasement.
His heathenism alone could never have led to permanent
enslavement since conversion easily wiped out that
failing. If his appearance, his racial characteristics
meant nothing to the English settlers, it is difficult
to see how slavery based on race ever emerged, how the
concept of complexion as the mark of slavery ever en-
tered the colonists' minds.
Pinkney (1969) also suggested that:
Regardless of whether the participatory factor was
economic or racist, the attitudes that ultimately
developed toward Blacks, and the behavioral component
of attitudes, led to a system of human bondage without
parallel in human history.
21
Since these attitudes that perpetuated the idea of racial
inferiority in Blacks were maintained and fostered in every
aspect of American culture for more than three hundred years,
we must concern ourselves with the effect that this system
of bondage had on Black people. Accordingly, we are
concerned with the following questions: 1. How did Black
people cope with enslavement, oppression, and degradation;
and 2. What survival mechanisms did they develop so that they
were able to endure these adverse circumstances? We will at-
tempt to answer these questions by examining the development
of Black culture through the analysis of: 1. the elements
of unity, solidarity, and collective resistance that existed
within the slave community; 2. the family life of the slaves;
3. the religion of the slaves; and 4. the music of the
slaves
.
The slaves created several unique cultural forms which
lightened their burden of oppression, promoted group soli-
darity, provided ways of verbalizing aggression, sustaining
hope, building self-esteem, and often represented areas of
life largely free from control of whites (Blassingame , 1972)
.
Huggins ((197 7) described the slaves as a people whose courage
was demonstrated in their refusal to become inhumane and
merciless and in their insistence on holding themselves
together and conducting themselves as people with a sense of
humanity. Most Black Americans were able to do that. Other
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historians have further suggested that the lives of slaves
were not marked by extraordinary acts of defiance, that
they lived and died as slaves within a system of servitude
and oppression, but within this system the Black slaves
produced a universe of music, poetry, art, and they reshaped
the Christian religion to fit their spirits and their needs
(Blassingame
,
1972; Genovese, 1974; Huggins, 1977). Huggins
(1977) further contended that:
The trials and the tribulations of the slaves and
their dignity and self-respect throughout it all,
speaks to the world of their indomintable human
spirit.
Likewise, Levine (1977) maintained that:
. . . . Even in the midst of the brutalities and in-
justices of the antebellum and postbellum racial
systems black men and women were able to find the means
to sustain a far greater degree of self-pride and group
cohesion than the sytem they lived under ever intended
for them to be able to do ... . Upon the hard rock
of racial, social, and economic exploitation and in-
justice black Americans forged and nurtured a culture:
they formed and maintained kinship networks, made love,
raised and socialized children, built a religion, and
created a rich expressive culture in which they articu-
lated their feelings and hopes and dreams.
Considering their position in society, the slaves created
a new community with its own values, traditions, codes of
behavior, aesthetic forms and institutions. The slave com-
munity was a response to the negative influences of white
oppression and racism (Bennett, 1975). Accordingly,
Genovese (1974) argued that:
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The slaves
,
as an objective class, laid the foundation
for a separate Black culture while enormously en-
riching American culture as a whole.
Thus, this history of slavery, oppression, and degradation
produced a residue of shared collective memories and frames
of references which provided the foundation for a Black
culture which is distinctive from American culture in
significant ways (Blauner, 1970).
Several social scientists have further asserted that
Black culture has always been American but that it was drawn
from African American origins and reflects the distinct devel-
opment of Black people in America (Blassingame
,
197 2;
Genovese, 1974; Bennett, 1975; Levine, 1977). As a direct
result of their history of servitude, oppression, and degrada-
tion, Black people have developed a distinct culture. This
culture or heritage has provided the foundation for "Black
survival" from slavery to the present. The influence and
effect of Black culture on the lives of individuals varies
from community to community depending primarily on social
class and social upward mobility. However, many aspects of
this distinctive Black culture exists even in the most
affluent Black communities. Black culture, the traditions
and social heritage of Black people in America is still
very much a part of the Black community today. We will dis-
cuss several components of Black culture briefly in order
to provide a better understanding of the origins of the
traditions and customs of Blacks in America; so that we
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can better understand how these elements consistently and
significantly influences the lives of Black children and
their families today.
Unity / solidarity, and collective resistance . The
first area of Black culture which we are concerned with is
the elements of unity, solidarity, and collective resis-
tnace that existed within the slave community. During
slavery, the slaves displayed impressive unity, solidarity,
and collective resistance to their masters (Blassingame
,
1972; Genovese, 1974; Bennett, 1975; Gutman, 1976). Accord-
ing to Blassingame (1972)
,
the slave quarters provided the
primary environment for the slaves and it was in this environ-
ment that the slaves created their ethical rules, fostered
cooperation and mutual assistance, and exhibited Black
solidarity. The work experiences which most often brought
the slave in contact with whites represented their secondary
environment and was far less important in determining their
personality than the primary environment. It seems that the
slaves
'
primary environment was responsible for producing
many of the strengths of Black people. The primary environ-
determined the slaves norms of conduct, defined their
roles and behavioral patterns, and provided a network of
individual and group relationships and values. This sociali-
zation process, shared expectations, ideas, and enclosed
status system of the slaves' culture promoted group identi-
fication and a positive self-concept. Their culture was
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reflected in socialization, family patterns, tighter com-
munal bonds, and brought all classes of slaves together in
common pursuits (Blassingame
,
1972). As a result of their
distinct culture the slaves developed a strong sense of
group solidarity. They united to elevate themselves from
the most oppressive features of slavery and to preserve
their self-esteem. In spite of their apparent weaknesses
as isolated individuals, they found protection in the
group from their masters (Blassingame, 1972). The code of
the group called for the support of those slaves who broke
plantation rules (Blassingame, 1972; Genovese, 1974;
Bennett, 1975). Black slaves had their own values which
further promoted group unity. They often defined good and
bad differently from their masters. For example, outwitting
the master was good; stealing from the master was good but
stealing from Black people was bad; and helping other Blacks
to survive was good (Bennett, 1975) . The slaves on the plan
tation often helped those on other plantations by protecting
runaways or slipping food to those who were underfed. Often
this sense of unity and protection spread farther than
their own plantation (Blassingame, 1972; Genovese, 1974;
Bennett
,
1975).
Genovese (1974) cites two examples of the slaves'
attitudes about unity, solidarity, and the protection of
other Blacks. Contrary to the most accepted view.
Blacks
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protected each other more readily than they undermined or
betrayed each other. "People in my day," said Susan Davis,
an ex-slave from Missouri, "didn't know book learning
but dey studies how to protect each other, and save 'em
from such misery as dey could." The Reverend C. C. Jones
explained the situation explicitly:
The Negroes are scrupulous on one point, they
make common cause, as servants, in concealing
their faults from owners. Injury elicits no
information; no one feels at liberty to disclose
the transgressor, all are profoundly ignorant; the
matter assumes the sacredness of a 'professional
secret' . . . (Genovese, 1974; 622).
Likewise, collective resistance toward slave masters often
manifested itself in many different ways on the plantation.
Slaves by the thousands managed in one way or another to
accumulate money to purchase their own freedom and the
freedom of their wives and children. Tens of thousands of
slaves were able to gain their freedom by running away or
fleeing the plantation. Slaves often engaged in various
forms of terrorism. They broke tools, destroyed fences
and harnesses, attacked overseers and masters with clubs,
knives, and their bare hands, staged sit-ins and slow-downs in
the cotton fields, and planned insurrections. Sometimes they
resisted their masters by pretending to be unable to perform
a certain task or learn a certain technique, feigning stu-
pidity, shamming pain and sickness, and pretending to have
short memories (Bennett, 1965; Frederickson and Lash, 1967;
Aptheker, 1971; Blassingame, 1972; Genovese, 1974).
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Historians have suggested that the paternalism that
existed between the slave and the slave masters functioned
as a means of undermining the solidarity of the oppressed
(slaves) by linking them to the oppressor (slave masters) .
The slave master functioned as a direct provider and pro-
tector of each individual slave and slave family, as well
as the slave community as a whole. Likewise, by creating
a social hierarchy among slaves, by giving them specialized
tasks for the sake of economic efficiency, and by isolating
domestics and artisans from field hands, the slave master
further threatened the unity of the slaves. However, in
most cases this tactic did not work because most slaves
realized the importance of maintaining their group identity
and gaining the support of their fellow slaves for their
survival. This support could not be found in the master's
house. Genovese (1974) stated that:
The slaves were able to translate paternalism itself
into a doctrine different from that understood by
their masters and to forge it into a weapon of resis-
tance to assertions that slavery was a natural condi-
tion for Blacks, that Blacks were racially inferior,
and that Black slaves had no right or legitimate
laims of their own (p. 7)
.
Hence, paternalism was used by the slaves as a means of
maintaining and supporting group unity and solidarity among
the slaves. The humanity that resulted from the "together-
ness" of Black people during slavery was best summarized by
Huggins (1977) .
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Looking beyond the acts of defiance, rebellion, and
escape, we will find a quality of courage unsung. It
is the triumph of the human spirit over unmitigated
power. It raised no banners. It gained no vengeance.
It was only the pervasive and persistent will among
Afro-Americans to hold themselves together through
deep trauma and adversity. Much that was in their
circumstance would have reduced them to brutes, objects
in the market. It would have been easy for them to
become what whites insisted they were: dumb, slow, in-
sensitive, immoral, and wanting in human qualities,
but the slaves laid claim to their humanity and refused
to compromise it, creating families where there were
none, weaving a cosmology and a moral order in a world
of duplicity, shaping an art and imagination in a
cultural desert (p. xiii) .
Unity, solidarity, and collective resistance were the ele-
ments of Black culture which laid the foundation for the
survival of Blacks in America. These elements are also ex-
hibited in the slaves development of a unique form of family
lif e
.
Family life . A unique form of family life, which is
the second element of Black culture, was vital to the exis-
tence and survival of the Black slaves. Some historians
have argued that the family, even though it was an unusually
fragile institution, was the center of the slave community
(Bennett, 1966; Blassingame, 1972; Genovese, 1974). Bibb
(1972) further maintained that there was no group of people
who highly appreciated the legality of marriage as those
persons who have been held and treated as property. In spite
of the slaves' belief in the institution of marriage, laws
did not support the legality of slave marriages. Slave
marriages and families could be broken at the slave master s
will. Nevertheless, the slave family was still an
important
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survival mechanism because it provided the slaves with
another domain that separated them from the total control
of the master. Accordingly, the slave family provided the
slave with love, sexual gratification, sympathetic under-
standing of their sufferings
,
and taught them how to cooper-
ate with other Blacks and to maintain their self-esteem
(Blassingame
,
1972; Genovese, 1974; Staples, 1976).
The most important function of the slave family was
the rearing of their children. In spite of their own
suffering, the slaves lavished love on their children and
made every effort to shield them from abuse. Slave parents
often cushioned the shock of bondage for their children,
helped them to understand their situation, and taught them
values different from those that their masters tried to in-
still in them, and gave them a referent for self-esteem
other than their master. In addition, slave parents often
taught their children lessons about conformity which were
complex and contradictory (Bennett, 1966; Blassingame, 1972).
Parents taught children obedience as a means of avoiding pain,
suffering, and death. At the same time they did not teach
unconditional submission. Instead, slave children were
taught to fight their masters and overseers to protect their
relatives (Blassingame, 1972).
Even though the slave family served as a buffer for
many of the hardships of slavery, in the final analysis the
slave master controlled the fate of the slave family which
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put the Black male in a precarious situation. However, the
Black male was able to gain some status in the family by
adding delicacies to the family's meals, by growing and
cultivating gardens, by raising hogs for meat for the family,
and by making furniture for the home (Blassingame
,
1972;
Genovese, 1974). The survival of the Black family was a
result of the unrelenting determination and bravery of the
slaves. It is quite obvious that they regarded the family
as an important socializing agent; thus, they were able to
preserve and maintain its existence in spite of adverse odds.
Also, the religion of the slaves was instrumental in sustain-
ing their family life because it provided them with beliefs
and values which supported their way of life and a positive
outlook for the future.
Religion . The slaves' religion was probably the most
influential component which helped to sustain family life
and solidarity among Black slaves. The church served as a
major social center. It provided a meeting place for
friends and sweethearts; it furnished avenues for exercising
responsibility and leadership; and it provided opportunities
for socializing and releasing pent-up emotions. Also, the
slaves' strong faith often helped them to conquer their fear
of the slave master because it incorporated African tradi-
tions which produced a new and humane kind of Christianity.
The folk element of their religion included a belief in
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magic, witchcraft, and voodo which further separated Black
Christians from their white counterparts.
Genovese (1974) explained the meaning of Black
Christianity more explicitly:
The folk dynamic in the historical development of
Afro-American Christianity saved the slaves from the
disaster that some historians erroneously think they
suffered that of being suspended between a lost
African culture and a forbidden European one. It
enabled them to retain enough of Africa to help them
create an appropriate form for the new content they
are forging and to contribute to the mainstream of
American culture while shaping an autonomous identity.
Their religion simultaneously helped to build an
"American" Christianity both directly and as a counter-
point and laid the foundation for a "Black" Christi-
anity of their own.
In entering into Christian fellowship with each other
the slaves set themselves apart from the whites by
creating a distinctive style, sensibility, and theology.
In the hands of militants, revolutionaries, the sense
of people apart could lead to a belief that whites are
antichrist, but the universality of Christian religion,
embedded in an intimate, paternalism world, militated
against such an interpretation . . . (pp. 280-281)
.
The slaves believed that whites were their brothers in
Christ, and they believed that they had a right and obliga-
tion to judge them (Genovese, 1974). Moreover, the slaves
believed that a man could be a Christian and have slaves
although they did not accept the institution of slavery. This
belief enabled them to define the difference between a "good"
and a "bad" master and to hate the institution of slavery
without hating their individual masters (Blassingame , 1972;
Genovese, 1974).
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The contradictory nature of the slaves' religion as a
part to American Christianity and yet as a faith apart
lessened revolutionary inclinations
,
the contradictions
between its collective aspects proved even more fateful.
• The religion practiced in the slave quarters gave the
slaves the one thing they absolutely had to have to resist
being transformed into the Sambos they had been pro-
grammed to become. It fired them with a sense of worth
before God and man. It enabled them to prove to them-
selves and the world that never ceased to need reminding,
that no man's will can become that of another unless he
himself wills it— that the idea of slavery cannot be
realized, no matter how badly the body is broken and the
spirit is tormented .... The spiritual emancipation
of the individual therefore constituted the decisive
task of religion and the necessary foundation of Black
collectivity (Genovese, 1974; 283).
Not only did Black religion create a collective identity and
pride among the Black slaves, but it also manifested itself
in every cultural aspect of Black slave life. The slaves'
religion influenced their attitudes toward work and their atti-
tudes toward music, song, dance, and language. All of these
elements of Black culture helped to maintain the spiritual
nature of Black people.
Language . The fourth survival mechanism was the lan-
guage of the slaves which also served as a liberating mech
anism of the slave culture. It was separate from the
language of the white community because of its African ori-:.
gins. William Stewart (1970) and J. L. Dilliard (1972)
described features that were unique to the language of the
Black slaves. Some features of this variety of English which
are different from Euro-American English were described by
Genovese (1974):
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1. The slaves relied on a zero copula; that is they
dropped the verb "to be"— and other verbs as well-
left it understood. Examples: 'Which is that one?'
became 'Which dat one?'
2. The slaves appeared to disregard gender. The slaves
had no difficulty understanding each other in this or
any other regard, for they relied on context and famili-
arity to identify sexes; they found the pronoun unneces-
sary.
3. Pronouns forms were invariant, 'His wife' became
' He wife .
'
4. The personal pronoun usually accompanied the noun,
as well as substituting for it. For 'Mary is in the
cabin,' a slave normally would say, 'Mary, he in cabin.'
5. Possession was marked by juxtaposition, not by the
addition of 's' or by the form of the pronoun. For
example, 'Mary's hat' became 'Mary hat' or "he hat.'
6. Slaves negated with no— 'He no mine we' and 'He no
wicked.
'
7. Slaves did not form plurals in the manner of Standard
English. 'How many wives? became 'How much wife?'
(taken from Genovese, 1974; pp. 434-435).
The unique features of the Black vernacular gave the slave
community a means of communicating which was difficult for
the white community to understand because of its ambiguity.
The slaves, in effect, learned to communicate with each other
in the presence of whites with some measure of safety
,
and
the deliberate ambiguity of their speech, reinforced by
reliance on tone and gesture, helped immeasurably to prevent
informers from having too much to convey to the master
beyond impressions and suspicions. In addition, their
flexibility and creativity with language astounded many of
the whites in the community. The slaves often used terms
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which whites used to degrade them in different and creative
ways. Julius Lester explained the use of the word "nigger":
It was a brutal, violent word that stung the soul of
the slave more than the whip did his back. But the slaves
took the ugly word and like the white man's religion, made
it his own. In their mouths it became an affectionate,
endearing word. As much as possible they robbed it of
its ability to spiritually maim them (Lester, 1968; 84).
The language of the slaves was also instrumental in advancing
the tradition of Black folk tales and folk songs. The folk
tales and folk songs described the slaves's work, loves,
floggings, and expressed their moods and the realities of
their oppression (Blassingame
,
1972). Sometimes the songs
told of the defiance of the runaways, the courage of the
Black rebels, and the stupidity and heartlessness of the
slave masters. Furthermore, the folk tales were a means of
entertainment and an instructional device used to teach
Black slaves survival techniques (Levine, 1971; Blassingame,
1972; Genovese, 1974). Blassingame (1972) further maintained
that
:
As a projection of the slaves personal experiences,
dreams
,
and hopes
,
the folk tales allowed him to express
hositility to his master, to poke fun at himself, and to
delineate the working of the plantation system. At
the same time by viewing his dreams and hostilities, the
slave was able to preserve one more area which whites could
not control. While holding on to the reality of his
existence, the slave gave full play to wish fulfillment in
the tales, especially in those involving animals. Identi-
fying with the frightened and helpless creatures, so
similar in their relations to the larger animals to the
relationship of the slave to the master, the storytellers
showed how the weak survive. Especially in the Brer
Rabbit tales, the hero, whether trickster or braggart,
always defeated the larger animals through cunning en
deavors (p. 57)
.
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Ths folk, songs and spirituals reflected the day— to—day expe-
riences of the slave, their hopes, their troubles, and their
desire to be released from bondage. The spirituals also re-
veals the slaves' faith in themselves and in God; therefore,
they tend to have universal appeal.
The language of the slave was a survival mechanism
because it provided a means of secret communication among the
slaves, and it allowed the slaves to communicate effectively
with the white community. Today, Blacks often use a similar
technique of communicating which is called "code switching."
Consequently, because the slaves were able to maintain some of
the features of the language of Africans and combine those
features with the language of the white community, they were
able to create a language which was very American but sig-
nificantly different from the language of the white commun-
ity. In addition, the language facility of the Black slaves
which was evidenced in the development of the oral tradition
which is exemplified through folk tales, folk songs, and
spirituals. Hence, creative language ability was a
significant aspect of the slaves' music.
Music. We will briefly mention Black slave music
because it is incorporated in other aspects of Black slave
culture and because many other social scientists have dis
cussed this area of Black culture extensively (Levine, 1971;
Blassingame
,
1972; Genovese, 1974). Black music was an
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integral part of every aspect of Black culture: family
life, unity, solidarity, and collective resistance, reli-
gion, and language. Levine (1971) explains the significance
of Black music when he stated that:
Black music constituted a form of Black protest which
does not mean that it is necessarily led to any tangible
and specific actions, but rather that it served as
mechanism by which Negroes could be relatively candid
in a society that rarely accorded them that privilege,
could communicate with other Negroes whom they would in
no other way be able to reach, and could assert their
own individuality, aspirations, and sense of being.
Certainly, if nothing else, Black music makes it diffi-
cult to believe that early twentieth-century Negroes
internalized their situation so completely, accepted
the values of the larger society so totally, or mani-
fested so pervasive an apathy as we have been led to
believe (p. 147)
.
We can therefore conclude that our first assumption: All
Black children share a common cultural heritage, a heritage
which resulted from Blacks' ability to creatively deal with
the evils of slavery, oppression, and racial injustice pro-
vided survival mechanisms for the existence of slaves and
for future generations of Blacks in America. These cultural
forms: 1. unity, solidarity, and collective resistance;
2. strong family and kinship bonds; 3. a unique religion;
4. language, including folk tales and folk songs; and 5.
music have maintained, preserved, and supported the endurance
and suvival of Blacks in America for more than three centur-
ies. Consequently, it is necessary to consider the social
and cultural heritage of Black children when we begin to
examine the growth and development of Black children.
Thus,
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to consider the development of Black children without con-
sidering their social and cultural heritage is absurd since
it is this heritage which has sustained and influenced
the survival of Blacks in America.
The next two assumptions are based on the belief
that the Black family and community are an integral part
of the development of Black children and that this relationship
between the Black family and the Black community provides
the survival mechanisms that are needed for Black children
to cope with the larger society. Billingsley (1968) con-
sidered the Black family as a social system. The concept
of social systems has been treated extensively by Talcott
Parsons (1951; 1955) . A social system as described by
Parsons and others is an aggregate of social roles or per-
sons bonded together by a pattern of mutual interaction
and interdependence. It has boundaries which enable one to
distinguish the internal and external environment, and is
both a system for social units smaller than itself , and a
subsystem for social units larger than itself.
The Black family is embedded in a network of mutually
interdependent relationships with the Black community
and the wider society.
The Black family included within itself several sub-
systems! that of the Husband—Wife , those of the
Mother-Son, Mother-Daughter, Brother-Sister,
Brother-Brother, Sister-Sister, and sometimes
Grandmother-Mother-Daughter subsystems
.
The Black community includes within itself a number of
institutions which may also be viewed as subsystems.
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Prominent among these are: schools, churches, taverns,
newspapers, neighborhood associations, lodges, fraterni-
ties, social clubs, age and sex peer groups, recreation
• associations, and small businesses.
The wider society consists of major institutions which
help set the conditions for Black family life. Chief
among these are the subsystem of values, the political,
economic, education, health, welfare, and communications
subsystems (Billinsley, 1968; 5).
It is important for us to mention the social system concept
as the explanation of the relationship that exists between
the Black family and the Black community because we believe
that this relationship forms the basis for the development
and socialization of Black children.
Assumption II
Our second assumption is that Black children grow and
develop in a complex family environment which is different
in customs, traditions, and organization from that of the
dominant culture. In order to deal effectively with this
assumption we will examine the following issues: 1. the
structure of the Black family; 2. the impact of socio-
economic influences on the structure of the Black family;
3. Black parents' attitudes about their children; and
4. Black parents' child rearing practices. In addition, we
must consider the availability of research on the Black
family. Billingsley (1968) revealed that two tendencies
were apparent in the studies of Black families. The first
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and most general tendency was to ignore the Black American
family altogether and the second was to consider the Black
family as a social problem. However, in spite of those ten-
dencies
,
there is a small growing body of research which
focuses on the strength and resiliency of the Black family
(Billingsley, 1968; Hill, 1972; Noble, 1974; Staples,
1976; Martin and Martin, 1978). Consequently, references
supporting many of the positions here are less in number
because social scientists have emphasized the racist
(negative) aspects of Blacks living in northern urban
ghettos, rather than the more positive aspects based on
cultural heritage and adaptation.
The structure of the Black family . It has been sug-
gested by several social scientists that the Black family
has its roots in the cultural traditions of West Africa
because many of the slaves came from there. Even though
there was variation in family style among the different
tribes the most distinctive feature was that West Africans
tended to believe in an extended family or cooperative com-
munity which encompassed not only the living relatives but
also those not yet born and those already dead (Noble,
1974; King, 1976). King (1976) further maintained that:
In West Africa, the concept of a family is not limited
to the biological parents. It included the- parents ,
.
grandparents, children, grandchildren, uncles, cousins,
and the rest of the relatives—both living and dead.
This type of family unit gives security to all—young
and old. In such a society there is no need for
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orphanages for the young or homes for the aged. Care
for all lies in the hands of the community (p. 156) .
This concept of the extended family has been translated
and incorporated into what is now the Afro-American or
Black American extended family.
The Afro-American extended family tends to follow
the pattern of African extended families and includes
all relatives, both legal and biological. The Black
family is not to be confused with the concept of family
which limits it only to biological parents. The extended
family in America, as in Africa, has given Black people
much security in times of need (King, 1976).
The extended Black family has established itself as an agent
for the survival and advancement of Black people from
slavery to the present. The mutual networks within the Black
community helped many Black families to effectively meet
the difficulties of family life by pooling and sharing
their meager social and economic resources (Hill, 1978).
We are therefore maintaining that the primary family model
among Black people was and is the Black extended family
model
.
When we speak of a Black extended family, we mean a
multigenerational , interdependent kinship system which
is welded together by a sense of obligation to relatives,
is organized around "family base" households; is gener-
ally guided by a "dominant family figure ; extends
across geographical boundaries to connect family units
to an extended family network; and has a built-in
mutual aid system for the welfare of its members and
the maintenance of the family as a whole. We contend
that the extended families have been responsible for
providing many Black Americans over generations with
basic economic and emotional security. Because it is
difficult for Black Americans to participate fully m
the dominant American society, they relied heavily,
though not exclusively on psychological and materia
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support of relatives. Hence, the extended family must
be a major unit of analysis if a realistic picture of
the Black American family is to be presented (Martin
and Martin, 1978)
.
We further contend that not only must we consider the ex-
tended family as a major unit of Black family life but that
the extended family structure has provided the foundation
for Black family life. Thus, other models of family life
which appeared to form the basis of Black family life
resulted as a product of adaptation to the larger society.
Two such adaptations were: 1. the attempt of Black people
to become assimilated in the dominant culture causing in-
creased social upward mobility and identification with the
dominant culture; and 2. the attempt of the dominant culture
to destroy the strong kinship bonds that existed among Black
people in spite of institutions and systems—slavery, segrega-
tion, Jim Crow—that were instituted to destroy the humane
existence of Blacks in this society. Hence, we are further
maintaining that the nuclear family and the single parent
family which is often female—headed causing social scientists
to refer to it as matriarchal was and is a result of this
society's economic as well as social influences on Black
people.
Furthermore
,
Martin and Martin (1978) proposed that
often the household composition does not explain the
structure of the family:
When family members move out of the extended family
household and still receive ''significant and continued
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aid' from relatives while at the same time feeling
a sense of obligation to and responsibility for
relatives, we see them not as nuclear families but as
sub-extensions of an extended family network. When these
'sub-extended' members form their own families, we call
them sub-extended families. The sub-extended family
often has the appearance of being a nuclear family be-
cause it usually consists of husband, wife, and their
children living in their own household. However,
sub-extended families go beyond the husband-wife depend-
ent children relationship, reaching out to relatives,
who in turn reach out to sub-extended families. Sub-
extended family members feel an obligation to aunts,
cousins, nephews, nieces—to all their kinfolk. The
orientation, the concern, the commitment of the nuclear
family tends to be motivated by individualism, hence
to be economically independent of relatives. Sub-extended
family members, on the other hand, maintain economic
ties with relatives, because they have a sense of obli-
gation toward members of the extended family who
cannot (p. 8)
.
It is quite apparent that the extended family structure
influences the lives of many Black people because it provides
them with economic as well as emotional support. Conse-
quently, it can also be considered an instrumental mechan-
ism for maintaining and supporting the continual survival of
Blacks in America.
Socioeconomic influences on the Black family . Eco-
nomic and social factors have contributed greatly in shaping
the structure of the Black family. The extended family,
which has its roots in Africa continued to endure in America
because it provided economic as well as emotional support for
all family members. The extended family has proven to be
an effective survival mechanism. Thus, it has greatly
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influenced the close kinship bonds among Black people by
providing economic and emotional support to them.
In spite of the support that the extended family
provided, continued economic instability among Black
families and the institution of social intervention programs
(AFDC
,
welfare, etc.) contributed to the deterioration of
the Black family. Martin and Martin (1978) indicated that
Black families, especially those in urban areas, now tend to
depend on government agencies more readily than family mem-
bers which minimizes the impact of the extended family
system on their lives. Social intervention programs deal
with every aspect of Black family life, income, medical,
food, family problems and mental illness, family planning,
day care for children, and care for the aged causing many
Black families to depend on them for economic stability.
As a result of the intervention of government agencies into
the family life of Blacks, it can be argued that many Black
families have or were forced to relinquish control over
their lives. Moreover, it can be said that intervention
programs influence and dominate the lives of many Black
people and their lives from the "cradle to the grave"
(Martin and Martin, 1978)
.
In addition to the influence of government agencies
on Black family life in general; specifically, they often
cause change and modification in the existing structures of
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individual Black families. For example, often single Black
parents live in extended family structures but for them to
receive government assistance, they are forced to live apart
from their extended families. It is quite difficult if not
impossible for sub—extended families to receive public
assistance. Martin and Martin (1978) further explained the
influence of government agencies on Black families in the
following manner:
In seeking government assistance in order to strengthen
their family life, family members sometimes achieve the
opposite effect .... Welfare grants are given
various units within an extended family itself, and
usually such grants are in amounts insufficient to
allow family members to become independent of extended
family aid or break their chain of dependency on govern-
ment assistance. Ever present is the threat of having
the grant taken away or being prosecuted for fraud should
the welfare department discover someone using the grant to
help relatives.
This phenomenon is further illustrated when two-parent
families that are not financially stable are often forced
to become one-parent families so that they can receive
public assistance for the support of their children. Quite
often Black men are compelled to leave their families so that
their wives and children can be taken care of. This trend
developed because Black men were often discriminated against
in the job market; therefore, we can say that one factor
which has contributed to the change in the Black family is
the unemployment and underemployment of Black men due to the
institutional racism that permeates the economic structure
of this country. Similar forces have worked against the
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sta.bili.ty of Black families throughout history. We are
maintaining that the economic discrimination of Blacks in
this society has led to the dependence of many Blacks on
government assistance in the area of family life. This de-
pendence has led to a decrease in the number and importance
of extended families
,
thus weakening the strong family ties
that are common among people in an extended family network.
Similarly, the attempt of Black people to become
assimilated in the American culture and the social upward
mobility of some Blacks has also influenced the extended
family model. As Black people gained more economic stability,
they often separated themselves from other members of their
extended families and became more representative of the
American ideal—the nuclear family conisting of mother,
father, and offspring living together. Since the nuclear
family structure tends to focus on the individual rather than
the collective survival of the group, it is contradictory
to the goals and beliefs of Black people. It is not our
purpose to evaluate the different family structures, but
we believe that it is not accurate to accept the notion that
the nuclear family established the foundation for Black
American family life. Instead, we propose that the extended
model provides the foundation and that any deviation from
that is primarily a result of the socialization and adapta-
tion of Blacks in America. We do not believe that any one
family arrangement is structurally best for the socialization
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and development of children; however, we do believe that
for the continual survival of Black people in this country,
the extended family supports and maintains strong kinship
bonds and the sense of peoplehood that is a common element
in Black communities. Thus, the extended family structure
is critical to the survival of future generations of Blacks.
Black parents' attitudes toward their children
. Black
children are a valuable resource to the Black family and the
Black community. They are the future. Black children are
important to the Black family regardless of the circumstances
of their birth. Black people do not condone having children
out of wedlock; however, most Black people do not stigmatize
children who are born out of wedlock. King (1976) stated
that:
Black children have a value independent of the legitimacy
of their conception. In essence there is no such thing
as an illegitimate child. All children have a value to
their family and community. If one considers that every
child in the Black community belongs to the entire com-
munity, then it will be easier to grasp the importance
that Black Americans give to Black children .... The
children are loved and cared for by the entire community.
It is everyone's job to protect the children.
Acceptance and love are basic to the relationship between
Black parents and Black children. No matter how many chil-
dren are already in the home or how economically deprived the
Black family is, the arrival of a new life is always a
happy event (Halpern, 1973) . Washington (1976) further main-
tained that Black people give love unconditionally to their
children; hence, love is a part to the acceptance and
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inclusiveness which characterizes the Black family and com-
munity. In essence. Black parents love their children has
become an essential element to the survival of Black Ameri-
cans since slavery. Washington further explained that:
Love is the central theme in the relationship between
Black parents and their children. It is and was under-
stood in the community that parents cannot teach love
if they had not know it themselves. Affection and
caring are almost a prerequisite for the formation of
last relationship among black people .... The in-
tense care both physical and emotional that is lavished
on Black children have become legend even in the United
States. This intense physical and emotional care given
to young Black children gives birth to love between
parents and chidren. Black children need to know love,
it is a prerequisite for their very survival. If a
Black child is not loved, that child is likely to be
confused about what happens to him and his self-worth.
It is obvious to us that Black parents love, accept, and
value their children and these feelings are shown through
the interactions that occur within various families between
children and adults.
However, even though Black children are loved and
needed
,
these children must deal with a very difficult envi-
ronment. This difficult environment that many Black chil-
dren live in is not a natural happening, but a personally
directed attack, which is an outgrowth of the warped and
bigoted nature of the white man's concept of Black people
which has in turn lead to the development of institutions
which support and main this concept (Halpern, 1973). Black
children must be taught that this danger exists and how they
can best defend themselves against it. The Black family
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and community equips Black children with the "survival skills"
that they need to cope with an environment which is racist
and oppressive.
Black parents' child rearing practices . Black parents,
especially mothers, have fulfilled the function of socializing
their children into the multiple roles that they must perform
in this society. They must prepare them to take on not only
the appropriate age and sex role, but racial role as well;
thus Black children must be socialized to the daily realities
of white racism (Staples, 1976; 134).
The socialization processes that Black parents put their
children through have the functional value of increasing
the chances that Black children will survive. It is
because of this training that many Black youth are able to
cope with the seemingly overwhelming difficulties of
their lives .... Their preparation for life also
teaches Black children to have respect for law and
authority, which is contrary to the way the mass media
has tried to portray Blacks as having little or no re-
spect for law and authority. During this training
period. Black youth are taught to be patient and adaptable.
They develop 'a kind of mental toughness and survival
skills,' in terms of coping with life .... (King,
1976; 164).
Moreover, we are suggesting that the child rearing practices
of Black parents are based on the belief that Black children
must be taught to survive in a hostile and oppressive society.
As a result of this socialization:
Black children recognize very early that they exist in
an environment which is sometimes both complicated and
hostile. They may not be able to verbalize it, but they
have already mastered what existential psychologists state
to be the basic human condition; namely that in life,
pain' - and struggle are unavoidable and that a complete
sense of one's identity can only be achieved by both recog-
nizing and directly confronting an unkind existence (White,
1972; 44)
.
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In addition to preparing Black children for the hostile en-
vironment that they live in, Black parents also transmit
certain values and beliefs to their children.
Moreover, the life of Black children is conditioned
by the values, beliefs, and traditions of the family and
community; therefore cultural heritage and tradition can be
seen as a dominant factor in the child rearing process of
Black children. Child rearing- in the Black family is a re-
sult of a long history of strong religious beliefs, strict
discipline, respect for paternal authority, and reliance on
experience (Ladner, 1971; Martin and Martin, 1978). The
strict discipline used by Black parents has been a contro-
versial issue especially among white social scientists who
tend not to understand the love that exists between Black
parents and their children in spite of the strict discipline
and punishment that were often used. Historically, strict
discipline has been an important aspect of child rearing
because Black children had to appear adaptable and docile
when interacting with whites. Often any deviation from
this type of behavior meant physical pain or death to
the Black child or adult. For example. King (1976) stated
that
:
Richard Wright, the Black author, was raised by parents
whose task was to harden Richard for a very hostile
environment. His autobiography, Black Boy , the story
of his early years, is full of painful experiences
forced upon him by his mother in order to teach him
to survive in his environment. One night, for example,
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when she sent him out to buy groceries, a street gang
beat him, took his money and chased him home. His mother
would not let him in. She gave him more money and a
long heavy stick. Then she told him to fight and locked
him out of the house, so Richard beat off the gang and
went home with the groceries
. . . Afro-Americans will
recognize that Wright's parents were 'conditioning' their
child for a world which would recognize him only as a
Black boy; a world which could murder a Negro businessman,
simply for being too successful. It was the kind of
social conditioning that helped southern Blacks keep
their cool after one of them had been murdered by a mob
(p. 157)
.
Likewise in the biography of Jesse Jackson we can see the
physical threat that Black children could encounter because
of one slip of the tongue or unacceptable gesture.
As a boy of eight, Jesse rushed into a corner store.
With the impetuousness rare for southern colored lads,
Jesse whistled to gain attention. The white grocer
was waiting on the white customers first. 'Wait on
me. Jack. I got to go right away and I got to have
some candy.' Reaching under the counter, Jack
pulled up a .45. Holding it against the boy's face,
he warned, 'Goddamn you, don't you ever whistle at a
white man again, you hear' (Reynolds, 1975; 18).
Today strict discipline as a child rearing attitude is less
prevalent than it was because the consequences of making a
mistake when dealing with the dominant culture are less
severe. However, Black parents still have to use child
rearing practices which are different from those of the
dominant culture because they must prepare their children to
cope with the psychological consequences of racism. They must
help their children develop attitudes about themselves which
are often contradictory to the attitudes and beliefs of
the
larger society.
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They are careful not to foster in children the belief that
they are mentally or morally inferior to white people.
Millie Roman stated that she had seen too many, 'dumb,
sick, and crazy white folks' to have her family believing
in any notion of white supremacy. Lillie Marshall held
that as a domestic servant she has helped keep too many
whites her own age alive to believe that whites were
superior to Blacks. Aged Blacks teach children in the
family that "all men are created equal in the eyes of
God,' and that 'we are all God's children.' On the other
hand, they point out that experience dictates that few
whites are to be trusted and no whites can be expected
to side with a Black against another white (Martin and
Martin, 1978; 54).
We are therefore concluding that child rearing practices
in the Black community are based on cultural traditions and
attitudes; however, the extent to which child rearing practices
are representative of the beliefs and ideas of past generations
varies from community to community depending on socioeconomic
status and the degree of social upward mobility.
Still regardless of socioeconomic status, Black parents
have little influence over the racism that their children
will encounter at some point in their lifetime; therefore,
Black child rearing practices must involve some preparation
in helping Black children cope with an environment that views
their race or skin color as a negative trait. Consequently,
Black children are taught in the home what it means to be
Black in this society. They learn to have: a feeling of
belonging, a sense of pride, a sense of purpose, a willingness
to work; a sense of achievement and success; a sense of
cooperativeness, and a strong religious orientation (Hill,
1972; Washington, 1976). All of these are important
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elements of the Black child rearing process. It is the pur-
pose of this process to counteract many of the attitudes that
are fostered by the dominant society. In addition to the
development of these elements within the home
,
the Black
community further instills values which support the positive
development of Black children.
Assumption III
The third assumption is that: Most Black children
grow up in communities which support their "blackness"
and help them, to develop a view of themselves which reflects
the positive attitudes and beliefs of the Black family which
are often contradictory to the views of the larger society.
In reviewing available information on the Black community,
there was very little information on the Black community
which examined its strengths. Ladner (1971) offered an
explanation for this phenomenon:
Many books have been written about the Black community
but very few have really dealt with with intricate lives
of the people who live there. By and large, they have
attempted to analyze and describe the pathology which
allegedly characterizes the lives of its inhabitants
while at the same time making its residents responsi-
ble for its creation .... Few authorities on the
Black community have written about the vast amount of
strength and adaptability of the people. They have
ignored the fact that this community is a force which
not only acts upon its residents but which is also acted
upon. Black people who are involved in a dynamic rela-
tionship with their physical and cultural environment in
that they both influence and are influenced by it. This
reciprocal relationship allows them to exercise a
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a. considerable mount of power over their environment
.... Their power to cope and adapt to a set of
unhealthy conditions—not as stereotyped sick people but
as normal ones— is a factor which few people seem
to accept or realize. The ways Blacks have adapted to
poverty and racism, and yet emerged relatively unscarred,
are a peculiar quality which Americans should commend
(P. 4) .
Consequently, few social scientists have attempted to examine
the relationsip between the socialization of Black children
by the community, and its effect on their development. We
believe that the Black community along with the Black family
is a primary agent in transmitting values and beliefs to Black
children which help them to foster a positive view of them-
selves. We will look at two major aspects of the Black
community: 1. the structure of the Black community; and 2.
its role as a socializing agent of Black children.
The structure of the black community . We will discuss
briefly the structure of the Black community so that there
will be a clear understanding of exactly what we mean when
we use the term. Black community. This term has often been
used interchangeably to mean ghetto, lower class Black
community, inner city, urban area, etc. In this paper we are
suggesting that the term Black community can be used to
describe the diverse "people network" in which most Black
people live. Most often, this "people network" is a com-
posite of Black people from varying socioeconomic and educa-
tional backgrounds. These Black people from different social
classes and income levels often live within the same community
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block or within a block of each other. Often their children
attend the same schools and play together. Although segre-
gation or desegregation of schools and the upward mobility
of Blacks have caused the more financially secure Blacks
to leave their communities and look for housing in pre-
dominately white neighborhoods? residential segregation,
both past and present, has forced many Blacks to remain in
their own communities. Historically, laws forbade many
Blacks from buying houses or renting apartments in neighbor-
hoods. Since the abolition of those laws, the real estate
system has taken on the responsibility of maintaining
residential segregation. White realtors have been known to
use any means necessary to prevent Blacks from buying houses
in predominately white neighborhoods. For example, white
realtors have: refused to show houses to potential Black
buyers; claimed that the house had just been sold? inflated
its price beyond the reach of the buyer? and handled
the transaction in such a manner as to insult the intelli-
gence of the buyer (Blackwell, 1975). Thus, the integration
of social classes in the Black community is a result of
residential segregation patterns.
In addition to the' influence of housing patterns on
the structure of the Black community, the economic stability
and security of Black people is an issue. The economic
status of Black people is not good. Most Black people,
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about 53 percent, represent the lower class and live in
poverty with yearly incomes between $3,000 and $7,000. The
Black middle class which consists of about 40 percent of the
Black population includes Black professionals- with incomes
ranging between $13,000 and $15,000; white collar clerical
workers with incomes between $9,000 and $13,000; and skilled
blue collar workers with incomes between $7,500 and $12,000.
The Black upper class is divided into two groups, the old
and the new. The older upper class represents only three
percent of the total Black population. It consists of long-
established physicians
,
surgeons
,
and other professionals
with incomes ranging from $25,000 to $50,000. Usually,
these people are self-employed therefore there is some
permanence attached to their social positions. The new
upper class, on the other hand, is represented mostly by
people who are entertainers, athletes, and shadies with
an income between $15,000 and one million dollars. This
group also includes congressmen, politicians, newly arrived
physicians
,
lawyers
,
college professors and business execu-
tives. The economic status of this group is transitory;
therefore, their social positions are uncertain (Billingsley,
1968; Blackwell, 1975). We are therefore maintaining that the
economic status of most Black people in America is unstable
and that their income depends primarily on the needs and will
of the larger society.
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Another factor which contributes to the apparent
economic instability of the Black community is the steadily
widening of the dollar gap between Black and white families.
The average Black worker is still being paid about $1200 less
a year than the average white worker performing the same type
of work (Blackwell, 1975). Also the median Black family
income is $9,242 as compared with $16,740 for the average
white family (Jordon, 1979) . Blackwell (1975) noted that for
the dollar gap between Black and white families to be equal-
ized, it would take extremely sharp rises in the total in-
comes received by Black families accompanied by little or
no increase in white family incomes. Similarly, Hill (1979)
concluded that about 42 percent of all Black children live in
families with incomes less than $6,157; thus almost half of
all Black children live in poverty. Between 1976 and 1977
the number of Black children who lived in poverty increased
by 92,000 from 3.8 million to 3.9 million; whereas, the num-
ber of poor white children decreased by 91,000 from 6 million
to 5.9 million (Hill, 1979).
We are proposing that economic instability and resi-
dential segregation have significantly shaped the development
of the Black community causing the Black community to become:
A highly diversified, interrelated aggregate of people who
unite into relatively cohesive structures in response to
white oppression, racism, and patterned repression. The
diversity within the Black community manifests itself in
economic life, occupational pursuits, earned income,
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business ventures and successes and failures
The Black community is also a response to white racism
and to the accompanying historical aspects of that
oppression, and it is the overwhelming force of that
oppression that has moved Black people to a semblance
of unity and cohesive social structure (Blackwell, 1975;
xi-xii)
.
Although it might appear to be less the situation today because
of the illusion of a social class struggle among Black
people, we maintain that the diverse integration of people
within, the Black community is still the most prevalent occur*
rence and forms the foundation for the structure of the
Black community. The diversity and unity of the Black commun-
ity has led to the acceptance of differences among Black peo-
ple and an understanding that the apparent differences of
social economic status, values, and beliefs are not really
significant differences but are a technique used by the
dominant culture to develop and maintain disunity among them.
This maneuver which the dominant culture uses today is quite
similar to the strategy that the slave owners used to destroy
the unity and solidarity among the Black slaves. Slave
owners developed a social hierarchy among the slaves which
was used as a mechanism to divide and separate the slaves.
This illusion of socioeconomic classes within the Black com-
munity or economic divisions among Black people is an attempt
to achieve the slave master's goal today. In spite of the
many techniques which are used to divide Black people
,
most Black people realize that income does not determine
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social position or status for Black people. It is this
realization which has contributed, to the development of a
sense of peoplehood which is the essence of the Black expe-
^i^nce in America. This sense of peoplehood has signifi-
cantly influenced the socialization and development of Black
children in America.
The community as a socializing agent . Many Black
children grow up in a Black community which defines what is
good and desirable and what is bad and undesirable from the
standpoint of its own interests. In the Black community,
as in the Black family, Black children are taught what it
means to be a Black minority in a white dominated society.
Specifically, they learn the acceptance of their cultural
heritage and a sense of racial pride which is not a 1960s phe-
nomenon but a part of the Black experience that can be traced
to the beginnings of Black people in America. In addition,
the Black community supports and fosters a positive sense
of self. These beliefs and attitudes are most often trans-
mitted through interactions with other Black people in the
community and through social institutions which developed as
a result of the segregation of Blacks from the dominant cul-
ture. We will discuss the role of Black people as "signi-
ficant others" in the lives of Black children and as positive
contributors in their development and socialization because
we believe that the Black community serves as a social
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reference for Black children; therefore, processing and fil-
tering information and messages coming from the larger society.
Several social scientists have argued that people acquire
their identity from other human beings, "significant others,"
and incorporate it within themselves therefore validating
their identity through the evaluation of "significant other"
(Mead, 1934; Cooley, 1965). Most social scientists believe
that for Black children the "significant other" is synony-
mous with white people or the dominant culture. Contradic-
tory to that view is our contention that for Black children
in America the "significant other" can be and often is the
Black community which is a composite of the Black family,
Black social institutions, and the values, beliefs, and atti-
tudes which form the culture and norms of Black people. How-
ever, we are not suggesting that the dominant culture does
not influence the Black child but that it is not the only and
most significant influence in the lives of Black children.
Furthermore, social science research does not provide us with
any significant research which explains the influence of the
dominant society on the attitudes and beliefs of Black
children (King and Karlson, 1978).
The Black family, which we will mention briefly because
we have discussed it extensively in the previous section, is
the most significant and influential element in the develop-
ment and socialization of Black children. Within the family,
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Black children develop attitudes and beliefs which are predi-
cated on the norms and values of Black people, thus,
fostering a view of self based on those norms and values.
In addition, the Black family which can be described as an
extended model provides the foundation for a sense of people-
hood and a strong people orientation which is unique to
Black family life. According to Nobel (1972) and King (1976)
the extended family model is based on the philosophical
orientation of traditional African societies which preserves
the survival of the tribe, the "Oneness of Being," or the
"Collective Consciousness" of Black people. This phenomenon
can be explained as the process of relating to the whole
community; therefore, the Black community is merely an exten-
sion of the Black family. Matthews (1972) further suggested
that the individual person in the Black community is always
relating to the remainder of the total community and that
"Black togetherness" is at the heart of Black social organiza-
tions and institutions.
In addition to family members and other adults in the
Black community who provide support and help Black children
develop necessary survival skills, peer group relationships
are vital to the development and socialization of Black
children. Ladner (1971) stated that:
The development of the peer society continues from
around three years old throughout preadolescence. The
process is intensified as the child becomes older
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children .... At a very early age children begin to
rely on their peers for company, support, advice, com-fort, and a variety of experiences that parents areideally expected to offer (p. 72 )
.
Many social scientists have asserted that the influence of
peer group relationships on socialization and identification
of Blcick children is characteristic of lower class and poor
children because of the unavailability of adults; however,
we are proposing a different explanation. We contend that
the influence of peer group relationships might appear more
prevalent among lower class and poor children, especially
Black children because they are the most studied group
and because poor Black children represent a disproportionate
number of all Black children in America. Moreover, we pro-
pose that the significance of peer group relationships among
Black children is a reflection of their cultural heritage
and can be traced to the humane orientation of Black people
throughout history and their concern for human life rela-
tionships between themselves and others. Black people are
people oriented. Their people orientation and concern for
humanity has helped to foster attitudes and beliefs which
have contributed to their growth and survival in a
hostile world. We further believe that their people orien-
tation has helped them to form and maintain their self-
identity. This goal is achieved through group solidarity,
self-determination, and the development of norms based on
a Black value system.
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The Black value system is exemplified through social
and political institutions within the Black community. There
are numerous Black institutions such as Black businesses,
Black political organizations. Black newspapers and other
kinds of mass communication, and Black religious organiza-
tions in the community; however, throughout history the most
pervasive and consequential institution within the Black
community has been the Black church. A major function of
the Black church has been to preserve the identity and indi-
viduality of Black people. E. Franklin Frazier (1964) noted
that the Black church structured the social life of Blacks
so that they were able to give expression to their deepest
anguish, agony, and desperation and at the same time achieve
status and perform satisfactory roles to give meaning to their
existence. Staples (1976) further asserted that the Black
church gave Black people a sense of recognition and some—
bodiness which is essential in a society where Blacks are
regarded as inferior. Likewise, this church affiliation
has provided a place where Black people could participate and
be accepted and valued by the standards of their own com-
munity .
Staples (1976) also discussed the latent functions or
the unintended and sometimes unrecognizable by-products of
the actions of the Black church. According to Staples,
some
of the latent functions of the church are that it
is. a
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strengthener of family life therefore helping to maintain
family solidarity; a center for the development of leader-
ship abilities; a center of Black protest against all forms
of racial oppression; and a center of community life pro-
viding a variety of recreational and amusement activities.
In addition
,
the Black church has promoted Black business
and enterprise which has contributed to some economic growth
within the Black community. Since the Black church has
served so many functions for the Black community, it is
able to provide Black children with experiences as well as
"significant others" which support the development of a
positive view of self. However, today many historians and
sociologists have surmised that there is a decline in the
influence of the Black church, but it is our contention that
in spite of this decline, the Black church is still influ-
ential and provides emotional and psychological support for
many Black children and their families.
As a result of the influence of Black institutions on
the community, we contend that the Black community is the
major contributor to the positive development and socializa-
tion of Black children through institutions which are de-
signed to support the Black child's self-identity. This
process is achieved through interactions with adults and
peers from the community, through interactions within the
Black family, and through interactions with social
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institutions in the community. Consequently, we believe
that the identity of Black children is influenced by their
immediate environment. That environment prepares them to
cope with the larger society. The role of the Black family
and community has always been to prepare Black children to
adapt, cope, and survive in a hostile and oppressive society.
Nikki Giovanni explained explicitly what it means to be
Black in this society. Her explanation is quite different
from the perception that many non-Black people have.
Life/personality must be taken as a total entity.
All of your life is all of your life, and no one
incident stands alone. Most people evolve. The
family and how it's conceptualized have a great
effect on anyone . . . base experiences affect people;
before they are born, events happen that shape their
lives. My family on my grandmother's side are
fighters. My family on my grandfather's side are
survivors. I'm a revolutionist. It's only logical.
There weren't any times I remember wanting to eat
in a restaurant or to go to a school that I was
blocked from because of color. I don't remember
anyone getting lynched. And though I had friends who
went to jail during the sit-ins, we were committed
to action anyway, so there must have been something
deeper. Beliefs generally came through training, and
training is based on feeling .... I was trained
intellectually and spiritually to respect myself and the
people who respect me. I was emotionally trained to
love those who love me. If such a thing can be, I
was trained to be in power— that is, to learn and act
upon necessary emotions which will grant me more con-
trol over my life. Sometimes it's a painful thing to
make decisions based on our training, but if we are
appropriately trained we do (p. 33)
.
It is our belief that Nikki Giovanni's explanation of her-
self describes experiences that are shared by many Black
people in this society. Their lives are shaped by their
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experiences and these experiences are largley a result of
living and interacting with other people in a Black community
which is circumscribed by Black norms, values, and attitudes.
The training that Black children receive in the Black com-
munity often provides most Black children with adaptive and
survival abilities which contribute to their endurance and
tenacity in a hostile, oppressive, and demeaning environment.
As a result of their tenacity, adaptability, and perservering
nature, Black children have developed several unique abilities
and strengths which have helped them maintain and promote
their growth and survival in this society.
Assumption IV
Our fourth assumption is that Black children have
many unique abilities and strengths which help them to
deal effectively with their environment. We maintain that
it is important to consider the unique abilities and strengths
of Black children because it is quite apparent that the
available research on Black children was and is generated
from a society which perpetuates and condones racism and
which often has a predetermined and intentional negative view
of Black people. Often the pedagogical description of Black
children has been negative; thus, emphasizing intellectual
retardation, maladaptive and delinquent behavior, self-
derogation, and hopelessness (Johnson, 1972). Therefore, the
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goal of this assumption is to present a view of Black chil-
dren which is based on an understanding of their unique
abilities. These unique abilities are essential elements
in the development and socialization of most Black children
because they have contributed to their survival in a harsh,
oppressive, and demeaning society . Specifically, these ele-
ments have provided Black children with a way of coping with
the school system which probably is the most oppressive and de-
meaning institution that Black children will encounter in
their lifetime. Moreover, the unique abilities of Black
children are often contradictory to the values of the school
thus causing alienation and academic failure. As a conse-
quence of the conflict which exists between many Black
children and the school we propose that it is necessary to
consider the cultural and social differences of Black chil-
dren as strengths and to help Black children develop and use
those strengths as assets within the school as well as within
the community.
The strengths of Black children that we are most
concerned with are: 1. their unique communication system;
2. their resourcefulness and social perceptiveness; 3.
their spontaneity and creativity; and 4. their real world
orientation. Moreover, it is our contention that these
strengths are a result of Black children's social and
cultural heritage rather than their inability to perform in
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a manner similar to that of white America. The experiences
of Black people in this country has produced a group of
people who have a perspective based on their sociocultural
environment which is different from that of the dominant
culture. This perspective has been both beneficial and
necessary for the survival of Black people.
Communication system of black children
. Our first
concern is the language system of Black children because it
is this issue which has received significant and detailed
attention for almost a quarter of a century. The language
of Black children has shaped the development of preschool
programs, remedial reading programs, and almost every aspect
of curriculum intervention in schools. Thousands of federal
dollars have been spent to implement programs which attempted
to change the language of Black children and make them more
acceptable by the standards of the dominant culture. There-
fore, this issue will be examined in some detail.
Educators, psychologists, linguists, and a variety
of others, including writers and poets, have attempted to
define and describe the language of 31ack America. They
have used numerous terms such as Negro Nonstandard English,
Black dialect. Black idiom, and Ebonics. For the most part,
these terms do not explain the comprehensive nature of Black
language because they usually describe individual segments
of langugage such as style, structure, function. Hence, the
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most useful definition which developed from this mode of
thought defined the language as a dialect of English which
is syntactically and phonologically different from but not
inferior to Standard English. It is spoken by many Black
children in the inner city and rural south. According to
most research there is no one form of Black English and no
one has been able to determine the number of Black English
speakers (Labov, 1970) . However, based on this definition
several linguists (Labov, 1970; Stewart, 1970; Dillard, 197 2;
Fasold and Wolfram, 1973) have described the structural
features of Black English. Simons (1973) succinctly des-
cribed the features of Black English:
First, there are features that are wholly phonological
such as a constant cluster simplication in monomorphemic
words, e.g., 'test-tess, desk-dess.' Second, these are
features that are phonological in origin but intersect
with constant cluster simplication in words with past
tense morphemes, e.g., ' liked-like, passed-pass , ' etc.
Third, there are features that are clearly grammatical
such as the invariant 'be.'
Other structural differences that exist between Standard
English and Black English are summarized by Harber and
Beatty (1978)
:
1. Use of the linking verb
Example: SE He is going.
BE He goin' . or He is goin'.
Use of the pronomial apposition
Example: SE That teacher yells at the kids.
BE Dat teachah, she yell at de kid.
2
.
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3. Agreement of subject and third person singular verb
Example: SE She has a bike.
BE She have a bike.
4. Irregular verb forms
Example: SE They rode their bikes.
BE De rided der bike.
5. Use of the copula (verb "to be")
Example: SE He is here all the time.
BE He be here.
Linguists were also concerned with the ability of Black
children to understand Standard English. Labov (1970)
administered repetition tests to nonstandard speakers to
determine if they could produce Standard English sentences and
if they understood them. The results of the test showed that
in many cases the subjects were capable of repeating the Stan-
dard English sentences. Even when the subjects could not imi-
tate, they could translate the Standard English sentences into
their own mode of speech indicating that they were able to
comprehend the sentences. For example, "I asked Alvin if he
knows how to play basketball" was transformed into "I ax
Alvin do he know how to play basketball" (Labov, 1972). This
and other evidence showed that Black dialect speakers could
generally understand Standard English patterns even when they
could not produce them. Therefore, a definition which focuses
primarily on the structural elements of Black language is
functional and provides a useful framework when developing
certain curriculum programs; however, in order to understand
the significance and importance of language in the Black
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community we must look at language as a comprehensive unit
which is reflective of the total Black experience in America.
Fanon (1970) further explains the significance of
language as an important element of culture:
To speak means to be in a position to use a certain
syntax, to grasp the morphology of this or that language,
but it means above all to assume a culture, to support
the weight of civilization.
Like all languages, the language of Black people in the
United States is a magnetizing force which helps to maintain
and sustain Black culture; consequently, we must define the
language of Black America in terms of the cultural heritage
of Black people. The language of Black America is a language
mixture adapted to the conditions of slavery, oppression, and
discrimination with a blend of language and style interwoven
with an inextricable from African-American culture (Smitherman,
1977) . This Black expressive system has endured despite white
pressure for Blacks to give it up. It has continued because
it is adaptable to Black cultural needs and provides a soli-
darity device which can be used to express togetherness
(De Stefano, 1973) . Black language is not just a linguistic
system; it is an expressive system of Black culture
(Abramhams, 1973).
In a nutshell: Black dialect is an Africanized, form of
English reflecting Black America's linguistic-cultural
African heritage and the conditions of servitude, oppres-
sion, and life in America. Black language is Europe
American Blacks, at least some of the time. It allowed
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Blacks to create a culture of survival in an alien land,
and as a by-product has served to enrich the language of
all Americans (Smitherman, 1977; 2)
.
It is necessary to look at the language of Black children
from this perspective, to examine the entire system of
speaking behavior in addition to the structural elements of
Black language. Abrahams noted that:
There are crucial differences between Black English and
Standard English in regard to rules, boundaries, and
expectations carried into communicative encounters, and
the means by which disruptions of these expectations are
taken care of. Though there are differences on the
linguistic level, there are numerous other devices of
communication which differ in less immediately perceiv-
able but equally far-reaching ways. The difference be-
tween eye-contact behaviors, for instance, have often been
commented upon lately because failure to recognize the
discrepancy has led many teachers to misunderstand and
stereotype Black students. . . . There are, of course,
numerous other intercultural failures of this sort, com-
mitted because of the lack of familiarity with such dif-
ferences in Black English— a lack arising from an un-
willingness to acknowledge communications—decorum
systems, or simply from an assumption that all Blacks
operate in terms of no system at all.
We have considered the structural as well as the cultural
foundations of the language system of Black children and
found that Black English can be described as a complex and
expressive linguistic system. Now we intend to analyze
this language system in its sociocultural context.
Sociocultural elements of Black language . All child-
ren acquire language, except for the severely or profoundly
handicapped. Black children are no exception. Black
children like all children regardless of race or socio-
economic status learn the language patterns of their
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environment and acquire a linguistic system which provides
them with the ability to communicate their needs, desires,
beliefs, and aids them in structuring their world. Labov
(1972) noted that:
Black children have the same basic vocabulary, possess
the same capacity for conceptual learning, and use
the same logic as anyone else who learns to speak
and understand English.
However, there are differences which exist between Black
English and Standard English and it is the differences that
we are most concerned with because the differences have
caused many problems for Black children, especially in
schools. We believe that the differences are a result of
living in the midst of a hostile and oppressive society as
well as cultural. Black people found language to be an
important means of promoting and maintaining group unity and
cohesion. While the usefulness of speaking Standard English
in certain situations is understood within the Black commun-
ity, there was and is pressure for Blacks to use their own
language in the Black community (Levine, 1977). Therefore,
the functional and structural differences of English which
exists in the Black community are mechanisms or strengths
which help to sustain unity and solidarity and which aids in
the survival of Black people. It is apparent that the
functional differences that exist between Standard English
and Black English developed because culture influences the
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way children perceive and categorize the social sitaution of
their world and differentiate their way of speaking accord-
ingly (Cadzen, 1970) . Several social scientists have called
this ability, communicative competence.
The acquisition of competency for use, indeed, can be
stated in terms as acquisition of grammar. Within
the developmental matrix in which knowledge of the sen-
- tences of a language is acquired, children also ac-
quire knowledge of a set of ways in which sentences are
used. From a finite experience of speech acts and
their interdependencewith socio-cultural features, they
develop a general theory of speaking appropriate in their
community, they employ, like other forms of tacit cul-
tural knowledge (competence) in conducting and inter-
preting social life (quoted in Cazden, 1970)
.
Consequently, we are suggesting that the setting and the
relationship between the participants can affect Black chil-
dren's speech. Labov (1970) conducted several research
studies which have been instrumental in supporting this view-
point. When interviewing nonstandard speakers in New York,
he noted that the situation determined the verbality of Black
children. For example, in an interview between a Black child
and a white interviewer in the New York City Public Schools
it was found that the child's language appeared stilted.
During the interview the child was suppose to describe a toy
that the interviewer placed on the table in front of him.
The interview was described as follows. The interviewer s
remarks are in parentheses.
12 second of silence
(What would you say it looks like?)
A space ship.
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( Hmmmmmmmmmm
.
)
13 seconds of silence
Like a je-et
12 seconds of silence
(What color is it?)
Orange. 2 second An' whi-ite. 2 seconds An' green
6 seconds of silence
• (An' what could you use it for?)
8 seconds of silence
A je-et.
6 seconds of silence
(If you had two of them, what would you do with them?)
6 seconds of silence
Give them to some-body
( Hmmmmmmmmmm
. Who do you think you could get another one
of these?)
At the store.
(Oh ka-ay!)
Labov (1970) hypothesized that the speech of this child was
defensive and monosyllablic because of the hostile and threat-
ening interview situation and the ineptness of the inter-
viewer. Therefore, he and his associates interviewed chil-
ren in many different situations using different techniques.
He illustrated how one eight-year old boy, Leon, responded,
in different situations. In each interview, Leon was inter-
viewed by Clarence Robbins, a Black man from Harlem who knew
the boys in the neighborhood well and who was a skilled in-
terviewer. In the first interview, Leon gave minimal re-
sponses to the questions asked by the interviewer:
CR: What if you saw somebody kickin somebody else on
the ground, or was using a stick, what would you
do if you saw that?
Leon: Mmmmmmmm.
CR: If it was supposed to be a fair fight-
Leon: I don't know.
CR: You don't know? Would you do anything? ... huh?
I can't hear you.
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Leon: No
CR: Did you ever see somebody got beat up real bad?
Leon: Nope
CR: Well , -h-did you ever get into a fight with a buy?
Leon: Nope.
CR: That was bigger than you?
Leon: Nope.
CR: You never been in a fight?
Leon : Nope
.
CR: Nobody ever hit you?
Leon: Ah 'o' know.
CR: Didn't you ever hit somebody?
Leon: Nope.
CR: (incredulously) You never hit nobody?
Leon: Mmmmm.
CR: Aww, ba-a-abe, you ain't gonna tell me that!
In this interview and several others that Leon was involved
in, his speech was stilted and monosyllablic . Labov attri-
buted this to the nature of the subject of the interview.
The topic, fighting, might have made Leon apprehensive be-
cause he thought that he was defending himself against
accusations of wrongdoing. Also, frequently Black children
appear to be nonverbal when interacting with adults. As a
result of this knowledge, Labov and his associates changed
the social situation that had shaped the previous interviews
by: 1. bringing a supply of potato chips so that the inter-
view would be more like a party; 2. bringing along Leon's
best friend, Gregory; 3. reducing the inbalance of having
Clarence get door on the floor of Leon's room; and 4. intro
ducing taboo words and taboo topics. The results of these
changes showed that the social situation influenced the speech
of Leon significantly and that even threatening topics, such
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as involvement in fights, produced expressive language.
CR: Is there anybody who says your momma drink pee?
Leon: (rapidly and breathlessly) Yee-ah!
Greg: Yup!
Leon: And your father eat doo-doo for breakfas'!
CR: Ohhh! (laughs)
Leon: And they say your father eat doo-doo for dinner!
Greg: When they sound on me
,
I say C.B.S. C.B.M.
CR: What does that mean?
Leon: Congo booger-snatch 1 (laughs)
Greg: Congo booger-snatcher I (laughs)
The interview continues with topics related to Allah and then
to topics related to fighting.
CR: Now, you said you had this fight now; but I wanted
you to tell me about the fight that you had.
Leon: I ain't had no fight.
Greg: Yes you did! He said Barry
. . .
CR: You said you had one! You had a fight with
Butchie
!
Greg: an he say Garland! . . .an' Michael!
CR: an ' Barry.
.
.
Leon: I di'n'; you said that Gregory!
Greg: You did!
Leon: You know you said that, Gregory!
Greg: You said Garland, remember that?
We can conclude from these interviews that the social situa-
tion definitely influences the verbality of Black children.
However, all Black children do not use words in the manner
that Leon does and they do not necessary respond in the same
manner in similar situations. Abrahams (1973) further main-
tained that the variety of Black English that many young
Black children speak is filled with the most conservative
and stigmatizing of Black English traits because it is
learned from older Blacks. However, the variation in lan-
guage usage increases as the children become older and are
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more actively involved in the community and with peers.
The language that evolves has its own ideomatic usages
,
metaphors, special styles, and speech events as well as
other language usages which are deeply embedded in the
shared experiences and cultural heritage of Black people
(Mitchell-Kernan
,
1972). The influence of Black English
in the lives of individual Black children is dependent on
socioeconomic status, family attitudes, and the degree of
assimilation in the dominant culture.
Considerable research has focused on the social
usages of language in the Black community. Most of this re-
search involved sampling the language of children between
the ages of ten and eighteen. In many Black communities,
older Black children gain status and prestige by being
experts in the use of language. Young Black children often
acquire verbal skills and abilities by interacting with older
children. Some of the verbal skills are sounding, playing
the dozens, toasting and rapping.
Social scientists such as Roger Abrahams and William
Labov extensively examined the verbal behavior of preadoles-
cent and adolescent Black males. Their work lead to research
by others such as Thomas Kochman (1970) , Kenneth Johnson
(1971)
,
and Geneva Smitherman (1977) . Much of their research
described and explained a form of verbal behavior termed
signifying, sounding, playing the dozens. Abrahams (1964)
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has defined this language behavior as an attempt to imply,
goad, and boast by indirect verbal or gestural means. A
narrative epic or toast which is used by many Black youth
is the "Signifying Monkey." In this epic, Black males
have an opportunity to demonstrate their verbal abilities,
their use of complex syntax, and their creative powers to
other members of their group. An example of this type of
behavior was described by Labov (1972) in the epic "Signi-
fying Monkey Stirs Up Trouble." The monkey signifies by
telling lion that the elephant has sounded on him:
"Mr. Lion, Mr. Lion, there's a big burly
motherfucker cornin' your way.
Talks shit about you from day to day."
The monkey successive reports that the elephant had talked
about the lion's sister, brother, father and mother, wife
and grandmother.
The monkey said, "Wait a minute, Mr. Lion,"
said "That ain't all,
he said your grandmother, said she was a lady
playin' in the old background.
Said ever 'time he seen her, made his dick get
on the hard."
Even more relatives are brought in, which brings the monkey
to the inevitable conclusion:
He said, "Yeah he talked about your aunt, your
uncle, and your cousins,
Right then and there I knew the bad motherfucker
was playin' the dozens" (Labov, 1972; 323)
.
Today, this epic tale can be heard in many Black communi-
ties with a great deal of variation.
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The terms signifying, sounding, and playing the dozens
are often used interchangeably. However, Kochman (1972)
stated that:
"Signifying" applies to insults hurled directly at
the person and the "dozens" applies to insults hurled
at the oppenents' family, especially the mother.
Signifying, sounding, and playing that dozens can be des-
cribed as verbal contest between peers. Abrahams (1973)
suggested that these verbal contests begin in early child-
hood because they are a part of the taunts that Black children
learn at a very early age. Very early. Black children use
words in rhymes and games:
If you like Black,
You have a Cadillac.
If you like white,
You're looking for a good fight.
From these. Black children begin to develop one line verbal in-
sults such as the ones that were collected from fifth and
sixth grade boys:
Your mama is so bowlegged, she looks like the bit out
of a donut.
Your family is so poor that the rats and roaches eat
lunch out.
Your house is so small the roches walk single file.
.
Your mama sent her picture to the lonely hearts club
and they sent it back and said, "We ain't that
lonely!." (Kochman, 1972; 261).
As Black children become more proficient at playing the
dozens they begin to use more complex structure:
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Your momma got shit on...
Bel s mother brought her clothes from Ohrbach's.
All front and no back.
You got your suit from WoolworthI All wool but it
ain't worth shiti
You got your shoes from Buster Brown-bron on the top
and all busted on the bottom (Labov, 1972; 311)
.
Many Black children are probably familiar with this form of
verbal behavior even if they cannot attach a name to it;
however, this does not imply that they can or do become ex-
perts at playing the dozens or using I language in that
manner. The verbal behavior that is used when playing the
dozens is very much a part of the language experiences of
Black people in America. Most Black people can recognize
this form of language behavior as part of their cultural
background.
Another form of language behavior is shucking or jiving.
Shucking or jiving refers to the interactions between Blacks
and the authority figure or "The Man" and the interactions
between Blacks of equal status. Kochman (1972) maintained
that the interactions between Blacks and "The Man" are designed
to work on the mind and the emotions of the authority figure
to get them to feel a certain way or to give up something that
will be to the Black person's advantage. Kochman further sug-
gested that this form of behavior resulted from the Black
man's need to adapt and accommodate to the evils of white
society without totally losing their self-respect but still
surviving. Jiving and shucking became a survival
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mechanism, a way of "staying out of trouble" and manipu-
lating a hostile people. Jiving and shucking also refers
to language behavior between Blacks of equal status. To
jive someone means "to put someone on" by creating a false
impression. The difference between jiving "The Man" and jiv-
ing a person of equal status is that most often "The Man"
. does not realize that he is being jived whereas members of the
group do.
Rapping, which is another form of language behavior,
often refers to ordinary conversation in the Black commun-
ity. More specifically, it refers to a fluent and lively
way of speaking generally characterized by a high degree of
personal style. Kochman (1972) maintained that to one's
peers
,
rapping may be a descriptive narrative or a colorful
rundown of some past event. For example, a descriptive narra-
tive might read:
It was the night before Christmas and all through the
pad
Reefers and cocaine was all we had,
The nod in the corner, coppin' a nod,
One more scratch he saw he was God.
As I went to the phone to dial with care
Wishing the reefer man soon would be there.
And all of a something I heard the clatter.
I ran to the door to see what was the matter
.
As I opened the door, in my surprise
Five shiny badges was shinin' in my eyes (Silverstein
and Krate, 1975; 112).
Likewise, Larry a fifteen year old Black male, who was in-
terviewed by one of Labov's associates told a fight story:
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An' then, three weeks ago I had a fight with this
other dude outside.
He got mad
"cause I wouldn't give him a cigarette.
Ain't that a bitch?
(Oh yeah?)
Yeach, you know, I was sittin' on the corner an' shit,
smokin' my cigarette, you know
I was high, an' shit.
He walked over to me
,
"Can I. have a cigarette?"
He was a little taller then me,
but not that much.
I said, "I ain't got not more, man,"
'cause, you know, all I had was one left.
An' I ain't gon' give up my last cigarette unless I
got some more
.
So I said, "I don't have no more, man."
So he, you know, dug on the pack,
'cause the pack was in my pocket.
So he said, "Eh man, I can't get a cigarette, man?
I mean-I mean we supposed to be brothers, an'
shit ,
"
So I say, "Yeah, well, you konw
,
man, all I got is
one, you did it?"
An' I won't give up my las' one to nobody.
So you know, the dude, he looks atme
,
An' he- I 'on' know-
he jus' though he gon' rough that
motherfucker up.
He said, "I can't get a cigarette."
I said, "Tha's what I said, my man.'*
You know, so he said, "What you suppoed to be
bad, an' shit?
What, you think you bad an' shit?"
So I said, "Look here, my man,
I don't think I'm bad, you understand?
But I mean, you know, if I had it,
you could get it
I like to see you with it, you dig it?
But the sad part about it,
You got to do without it.
That's all, my man."
So the due, he 'on' to pushin' me, man.
(Oh he pushed you?)
An' why he do that?
Everytime somebody fuck with me
,
why they do it?
I put that cigarette down,
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An' boy, let me tell you,
I beat the shit outa that motherfucker.
I tried to kill ' im-over one cigarettel
I tried to kill 'm. Square business 1
After I got through stompin' him in the face, man,
You know, all of a sudden I went crazy I
I jus' went crazy.
And I jus' wouldn't stop hittin' the motherfucker.
Dig it, I couldn't stop hittin' 'im, man,
Till the teacher pulled me off o' him.
And guess what? After that I gave the dude the
cigarette, after all that.
Ain't that a bitch?
(How come you gave ' im a cigarette?)
I
' on ' know
.
I jus' gave it to him.
An' he smoked it, tool (Labov, 1972; 356-357)
The verbal behavior of Black children is influenced by
situations and by the people who are involved in the inter-
actions. Black children appear to be more verbal when
interacting with peers. Also, the language system that is
used by Black children can be a colorful, expressive, and
effective means of communication as illustrated by the
language samples which were collected by Labov and others.
We are not suggesting that all Black children are experts at
jiving, rapping, or playing the dozens but that their lan-
guage is expressive and adequate for communicating and expres-
sing complex ideas and thoughts.
Another unique aspect of the Black communication sys-
tem is the unique use of nonverbal gestures. Johnson
(1971) maintained that the nonverbal communication patterns
of Black people differ from those of the dominant culture or
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other American subcultures. He further suggested that some
of the nonverbal communication patterns have an African
base. Accordingly, Johnson described certain nonverbal
communication patterns or body messages which are distinc-
tive of Black culture:
Rolling the eyes is a nonverbal way of expressing
impudence and disapproval of the person who is in the
authority role and of communicating every negative
label that can be applied to the dominant person. The
message that is displayed is hostility. It is rolling
of the eyes which is probably responsible for the
saying, l Don't look at me in that tone of voice.'
The avoidance of direct eye contact or the ’ reluctance
of Black Americans to look another person, especially
one in authority directly in the eye. In the Black
culture avoiding eye contact is a nonverbal way of
communicating a recognition of authority. Often in
a conflict situation Black people avoid direct eye
contact. Also, in this type of situation the Black
youngster will take a limp stance as the reprimand
from the person in the authority role goes on and on.
The limp stance is a defense mechanism which non-
verablly communicates
,
' I am no longer a person receiv-
ing your message.
'
The way Blacks walk can also convey a nonverbal message.
The Black male walk is slow, like a stroll. The gait
is almost like a 'walking dance' called the pimp strut.
The young Black male's walk communicates that the
walker is cool, that he is not upset or bothered by
the cares of the world and is somewhat disdainful and
insolent towards the world.
The walk is also used as a hostile rejection of another
person in a conflict situation. The manner in which
the Black male walks away from a conflict situation
determines the influence that the reprimand had on the
person. This is also true of females (Johnson, 1971)
.
The nonverbal communication patterns that exist among Black
people are important to consider because most often these
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Patterns can tell you how Black children are relating to
a situation. The language of Black people, both the verbal
and nonverbal features, have contributed to the adaptation
and survival of Black people. To verbally use a language
system which appears to be ambiguous and unclear when heard
by the dominant culture has promoted unity and solidarity
within the Black community. Also, nonverbal patterns such
as eye—avoidance has also enabled Blacks to survive be-
cause it is difficult to predict what the consequences
might have been for many blacks if they had confronted
their oppressors eye to eye. It is apparent that because of
the hostility that is often present when Blacks are inter-
acting with whites who consider themselves superior that
direct eye contact would have cause some unnecessary anguish
to the Blacks. Moreover, the Black languge system has been
instrumental in maintaining and preserving the culture of
Black people in this society. It is a complex and expres-
sive linguistic system which fosters the development of
sophisticated verbal skills; therefore, since many Black
children grow up in communicies which are influenced by
this variety of English which has its roots in the African-
American experience, they develop a rich and expressive lin-
guistic system which supports and maintains their culture.
Likewise, most Black chldren develop other strengths and
abilities which are necessary for their total development
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in this society. The strengths that we are concerned with
are: 1. resourcefulness and social perceptiveness; 2.
creativity and spontaneity; and 3. their real world orien-
tation. These are areas that have been given little system-
atic attention; therefore, there is very little research
related to these areas causing the sections to be
briefer than the other sections of this paper.
Resourcefulness and social perceptiveness . Our
second concern is the resourcefulness and social percep-
tiveness developed as a response to living in a society that
is hostile and oppressive, a racist society. The results
have been the development of people who rely on their re-
sourcefulness and perceptiveness for survival. These attri-
butes are encouraged in Black children today as they were
three years ago.
Black children must learn at a very early age how to
manipulate their environment and how to play different roles
and at the same time maintain their self-respect and iden-
tity. Accordingly, Bramwell (1972) maintained that by the
age of six or seven most Black children have already had at
least four different experiences with soicety which are
often contradictory but which clarifies their role in
society. The first being their nonracist social interaction
with family members during early childhood; the second is
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the first racist assaults on them; the third is the mili-
tant rejection of the first racist they meet; and the fourth
is the realization that their straightforward individual
responses will have little meaning in the face of a perva-
sive racist society. Therefore, by the age of ten most
Black children have had to use their resourcefulness and
perceptiveness to analyze and interpret their role in soci-
ety. Many Black children have knowledge of how certain social
institutions work for and against them. The major institution
that Black children encounter daily that they learn to deal
with is the school. They are often perceptive when they
enter situations with teachers and other adults in the
school environment.
Black children seem to have a sixth sense, which is
developed in childhood and continues to grow as the child
matures. This sixth sense aids them in analyzing situa-
tions and the attitudes o-f people around them. Often they
can see when they are not treated fairly by the teacher
in school even when it's done in the most subtle manner.
When talking to a five-year old Black boy about his recent
suspension from school , he explained to me that he had hit
another child because the child had hit him first. Accord-
ing to the child, his mother had told him: "If someone hits
you, you should hit them back." He further explained that
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that the reason he had been suspended was because he hit a
white child, but if he had hit a Black child it wouldn't
have mattered. The child, even at five, was able to see the
situation as unfair based on skin color. This astuteness
often depends on how many experiences the Black child has
had with the larger society. As Black children have more and
more experiences with the larger society, they learn to adapt
or accommodate depending on what is most appropriate. The
skills of resourcefulness and social perceptiveness are
developed in most Black children because their very exist-
ence in this society is dependent on these abilities. Like-
wise, to complement and support these strengths, Black chil-
dren can also be described as creative and spontaneous.
Creativity and spontaneity . We believe that
creativity and spontaneity are important aspects of the
environments of Black children. However, we are not sug-
gesting that all Black children can sing, dance, and play
musical., instruments, but rather they are able to use their
creativity and spontaneity to control their immediate environ-
ments. Most often Black children grow up in home environ-
ments that encourage quick wit, responsiveness, and impromptu
responses to different situations. Accordingly, Black chil-
dren show a lot of psychological cleverness and original-
ity in their particular style when they jive the school
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principal and teacher and deal effectively with the bill
collector, the corner grocer, or the policeman (White, 1970).
An observation of a five-year-old Black boy who did not like
attending school revealed the many techniques that he used
to outwit his mother when she attempted to make sure he
attended school. His mother would take him to the bus
stop and when the bus arrived, she would leave, generally
before the bus was loaded. As soon as his mother left the
bus stop, the boy would follow her home and wait for her to
leave for work and then he would enter the house. If other
members of the household were at home, he would give them
elaborate excuses about how he missed the bus.
Even though all Black children do not jive the princi-
pal or play hooky from school, many do have an unusual
frankness and spontaneity that is often apparent in young
children but diminishes as they become more "socialized."
When Black children are placed in unpleasant situations with
adults* especially teachers, they are able to use logic,
creativity, and spontaneity to challenge the adult's position.
In this situation. Black children generally attempt to talk
their way out of the situation. More clearly, spontaneity
and creativity can be seen in the language behavior of
Black children when they are engaged in verbal games and
Also, they are often able to talk themselves outcontests
.
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difficult situations. Kochman (1972) set up several
language situations where children had to talk themselves
out of troublesome situations. Here is an example:
Situation: What if you were in a store and were
stealing something and the manager caught you?
Responses: I would tell him that I used to putting
things in my pocket and then going to pay for them and
show them to the cashier. I'd tell him that some of
my friends was outside and they wanted some candy
so I was goin' to put it in my pocket to see if it
would fit before I bought it. I would start stutter-
ing. Then I would say, 'Oh, oh, I forgot. Here the
money is
' (p. 249)
.
Thus creativity and spontaneity are important strengths of
Black children because they are necessary survival mechanism.
Real world orientation of Black children . It is our
contention that Black children are real world oriented.
They grow up in a society which makes it imperative that
Black know, understand, and manipulate their environment in
a manner which is beneficial to them. Black children have
to see the world from a different perspective than the one
held by their white counterparts because both the rules and
possible outcomes are quite different. Very early Black
children learn of these differences and an understanding of
these differences influences the manner in which they view the
world. Miller (1973) suggested that major crises are not
likely to be as damaging for Black chidren because their
lives are often full of crises, defeats, and things that
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they cannot have. Black children often learn to live under
these conditions and make adjustments. Moreover, Black
children are likely to have unique abilities for coping
with unusual situations.
The economic status of Black people in Ameica also
influences the real world orientation of Black children.
Since many Black children live in lower class and working
class homes, it is not unusual that many Black children
share some of the responsibilities of maintaining a home.
Sometimes before these children enter school, they are
making trips to the store, preparing their own food, taking
care of younger siblings, and finding substitutes for things
that they do not have access to (Miller, 1973). They learn
to do things that are beneficial to their own welfare.
Recently, a newspaper article in a New York newspaper illus-
trated the exceptional resourcefulness, creativity,
spontaneity, and real world orientation of a Black seven-
year-old boy. Even though this might not appear to represent
the typical seven-year-old child, it does demonstrate that
children can often be more resourceful than adults would
like to admit. This seven-year-old child was totally inde-
pendent and responsible for his own well-being. When he was
four, he wandered away from home and when he returned home his
grandmother had disappeared and his house had burned down.
He was on his own. He became a drug pusher which is not the
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most acceptable occupation for an adult but for a child
it might be considered totally unacceptable. What was amaz-
ing to us was the manner in which this child was able to
manipulate his environment and adapt and survive in an
environment often filled with crises and unhappiness. This
child adapted because he had no choice. The adaptation
process included being a drug pusher, selling dope and
collecting money, counting money, making change for as much
as a hundred dollars, making sure that no one cheated or
short-changed him, dodging the police, being able to recog-
nize a potential buyer, reading signs and traveling by bus
and subway throughout New York and recognizing the dangers
of the job. This child is exceptional. For him, survival
was essential and being able to manipulate his environment
was necessary for survival so he learned many of the basic
skills that are taught in school without ever attending.
Even though the experiences of this seven-year-old child
are exceptional, it is our contention that many Black
children learn similar skills which are necessary for their
survival
.
Summary of Assumptions
Four basic assumptions have provided the foundation
for this conceptual framework:
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1. Black children share a common cultural heritage,
a history of slavery, oppression, or racial injustice in
America.
2. Black children grow and develop in a complex
family environment which is different in customs, tradi-
tions, and organization from that of the dominant culture.
3. Black children grow up in communities which
support their 'blackness' and help them to develop a view
of themselves which reflects the positive attitudes and
beliefs of the Black family which are often contradictory
to the views of the larger society.
4. Black children have many unique abilities and
strengths which help them to deal effectively with their
environment.
The assumptions were developed because when one looks at
Black children in their communities or in school and then
attempts to read about them, it is difficult to see the
similarities between the two. This results because we
often see Black children as facsimiles of white children and
we do not attempt to view them in their sociocultural envi-
ronments. In other words, we do not consider the social
conditions of Black children and their families when we
begin to examine their behavior. In our four assumptions
we have attempted to consider elements that we believe
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influence the lives of a large majority of Black children.
We realize that there is no monolithic Black child and that
the effect that these elements have cn the lives of Black
children varies from person to person, from family to
family, and from community to community; however, it is
our contention that this framework gives a more realistic
starting point for examining the behavior of Black children.
Thus, it is not the intent of this framework to suggest that
the lives of Black children in America are wonderful or
that Black children do not live in an oppressive, racist, and
often demeaning society; instead, it is our contention that
in spite of this situation, Black children have developed
certain strengths which are worth examining. Moreover, we
are not suggesting that the strengths that we have identified
should replace the need for structural changes that must
take place if Black children are ever to achieve equality,
but that this framework is necessary for providing social
scientists with a different perspective which will buffer
some of the difficulties that Black children encounter daily.
Nikki Giovanni explains why it is necessary to look at the
sociocultural environment of Black people:
I really hope that no white person
ever has cause
to write about me
because they never understood
Black love is Black wealth
and they' 11
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probably talk about my hard
childhood
And never understand that
all the while I was quite happy.
.
.
A sociocultural viewpoint can provide the researcher with
additional information about the individuals purposes, in-
tentions, and perspectives; therefore we suggest that this
is the best approach to consider when attempting to under-
stand the behavior of Black children. Consequently, the
assumptions upon which this study is based reflects the some-
what limited knowledge that exists regarding the sociocul-
tural environment in which Black children live and grow in.
However, they are based on our knowledge that there is no
one model that can describe Black children, but that most
Black children in this society share certain sociocultural
experiences which foster uniformity in the midst of diver-
sity.
The first assumption, Black children share a common
cultural heritage, a history of slavery, oppression, or
racial injustice in America, is based on the belief that
the sociocultural experiences that Black people in this
country have experienced for more than three centuries de-
termined and provided the foundation for many of the expe-
riences that occur in the lives of Black children today.
Their cultural heritage is a collection of share African
American experiences which provided the basis for the
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the development of customs and traditions and which sup-
ported the development of social institutions within the
Black community. The cultural elements that we have examined
were the unity, solidarity, and collective resistance of the
slaves which supported the formation of a unique form of
family life, religion, music, and language. Within the op-
pressive system of slavery, Black people were able to adapt
and utilize this system as a mechanism for the formation of
institutions which laid the foundation for the survival for
future generations.
The second assumption. Black children grow and develop
in a complex family environment which is different in customs,
traditions, and organization from that of the dominant culture,
is vital when considering the socialization and development
of Black children. It is necessary to understand that the
Black child's family is probably the most significant and
influential element in their lives. It is the family that
provides Black children with the skills that they need in
order to adapt and cope with institutions in the larger
society. In the Black family, children learn the values and
beliefs which have sustained the Black cultural system in
America. We believe that the Black family is able to pro-
vide Black children with much of the support that they need
because it is based on an extended model which has the goal
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of providing emotional and psychological support to all of
its members. This family structure, which its roots in
Africa, is based on the belief that people are the most
improtant products of a society; therefore, emphasis is on
the value and worth of people. It is this concept which
has sustained Black people in America for more than three
hundred years.
The third assumption is that Black children grow up
in communities which support their "blackness 1 ' and help
them to develop a view of themselves which reflects the
positive attitudes and beliefs of the Black family which
are often contradictory to the views of the larger society.
This suggests that the Black community along with its insti-
tutions is the primary agent for transmitting values and be-
liefs to Black children. Hence, the attitudes and beliefs
which are transmitted help Black children to develop a posi-
tive view of themselves. Accordingly, the Black community
forms the basis for the development of Black norms and
Black values based on the customs and traditions of Black
people. This is necessary for the survival of -.lack people.
The fourth assumption, Black children have many unique
abilities and strengths which help them to deal effectively
with their environment, is based on the knowledge that
Black children are unique individuals with skills, abilities,
and strengths which are often overlooked because they do not
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necessarily influence school achievement. However, these
strengths a unique and expressive communication system,
social perceptiveness and resourcefulness, creativity and
spontaneity, and a real world orientation—have been instru-
mental in helping Black children cope with a hostile, op-
pressive, and often demeaning society
.
In conclusion, these four assumptions are based on
an extensive review and critical analysis of existing social
science research. In developing this framework, we at-
tempted to consider the total environment that Black chil-
dren live and grow in because we believe that it is vital
to consider the total cultural environment of children if we
intend to plan educational programs which are beneficial.
Education should make children more productive individuals
who are better able to manipulate their environment; for
many Black children, education instead is a tool which makes
them less able if not completely unable to cope with the
environment that they live in. Woodson (1933) offered an
explanation for this phenomenon in education:
The so-called modern education, with all its defects,
however, does others so much more good than it does the
Negro, because it has been worked out in conformity
to the needs of those who have enslaved and oppressed
weaker peoples. For example, the philosophy and
ethics resulting from our educational system have
justified slavery, peonage, segregation, and lynching.
The oppressor has the right to exploit, to handicap,
and to kill the oppressed. Negroes daily educated in
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the tenets of such a religion of the strong have ac-
cepted the status of the weak as divinely ordained,
and during the last three generations of their
nominal freedom have done practically nothing to
change it. Their pouting and resolutions indulged
in by a few of the race have been of little avail.
No systematic effort toward change has been possible,
for, taught the same economics, history, philosophy,
literature, and religion which have established the
present code of morals, the Negro's mind has been
brought under the control of his oppressor. The problem
of holding the Negro down, therefore, is easily solved.
When you control a man's thinking you do not have to
tell him not to stand here or go yonder. He will
find his proper place and will stay with it. You do not
need to send him to the back door. He will go without
being told. In fact, if there is no back door, he will
cut one for his special benefit. His education makes
it necessary.
It is therefore our goal to use this framework to present a
perspective which accepts the sociocultural environment of
Black children with the understanding that the socialization
and development of Black children in this society is dif-
ferent and that for educational programs to be useful and
beneficial they must consider these differences. However,
in developing this framework we found that there were certain
limitations which we will discuss briefly.
Limitations of the Framework
When developing this framework, we found that there
were two major limitations which significantly affected
the development of this study. The first limitation was the
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unavailability of research which was based on the norms and
values of the Black community or the environments that Black
children live and grow in. Few social scientists have
looked at the development and socialization of Black children.
Fewer social scientists have examined the unique abilities of
Black children. Instead, the goal has been to prove that
Black children were inferior to white children or to show
that there were some Black children who were able to perform
and achieve like white children. This bias in social science
research is not new; instead, historically it has been the
trend in social science research to prove the inferiority of
Blacks and maintain the status quo. Thus social science
research reflects the values and norms of the dominant cul-
ture. As a result of this phenomenon in social science re-
search, very little systematic research has focused on the
total development of Black children within the sociocultural
environment that they live in.
Our second limitation is the limited scope of this
framework. It can only be applied to educational programs
for Black children. Even though this framework is designed
for Black children, we believe it is necessary to consider
the sociocultural background of each child when developing
educational programs. We further suggest that this frame-
work can provide an outline for looking at all children
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by examining their cultural heritage, family structure, com-
munity, and unique strengths and abilities.
In spite of the limitations, we contend that this frame-
work will provide social scientists with a more accurate
view of Black children and offer a different perspective by
considering their sociocultural environment. Moreover, this
framework will provide a rationale for developing educational
programs which are more conducive to the needs of Black
children and their families. A further goal is to apply
this framework to existing programs to determine if they meet
the needs of Black children.
CHAPTER III
THE STUDY
Purpose of the Study
Considerable work has been done to arrive at these
assumptions or starting points which form the basis of this
study. The study is exploratory because it is based on
starting points which present a view of Black children
based on an examination and understanding of their socio-
cultural background. This view which focuses on their
strengths is different from the most accepted view of
Black children because it does focus on strengths. Our
framework is based on our knowledge that Black children
live and grow in a unique and complex sociocultural
environment and that it is necessary for educational
institutions to become aware of this environment if Black
children are to receive equality in educational opportuni-
ties. Thus, we intend to use the framework as a basis
for looking at programs that Black children participate in.
Specifically, the purpose of this investigation is
to provide an accurate description and understanding of the
elements which influence the sociocultural environments
of most Black children and to evaluate their educational
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experiences based on that description. We will examine
the extent that existing educational programs meet the
needs of Black children and how they can become more effec-
tive tools for promoting the natural growth and development
of these children. These goals will be achieved by modi-
fying the framework based on the response of experts in
the field of child development, psychology, and related
areas and by visiting programs that Black children parti-
cipate in.
Modification of Framework
We believe that our assumptions or starting points
are correct, thus providing an accurate framework for
examining programs that Black children participate in;
however
,
they have been developed by the author working
alone from selected sources. To lend validity to this
work, the first part of the study will be a systematic
survey of Black scholars working on various aspects of
Black child development to attempt to achieve agreement or
develop possible additions and deletions in our basic
assumptions
.
Selection of sample . The validation sample consisted
of fifty-five Black scholars who were chosen because they
had national visibility which was determined by their
ability to 'publish papers in their area of study and to
make significant contributions to Black child development,
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Black family and community life, or Black history. Their
names often appeared in journals such as The Black Scholar
,
The Journal of Afro-American Issues
,
Harvard Educational
Review, Monographs on the Black Child and Education
,
and
The Black Child Advocate . To confirm the race of the ex-
perts and to add additional names to the list, we consulted
with a Black professor in early childhood education who was
knowledgeable of the contributions of others who had simi-
lar educational and professional pursuits. The Black scho-
lars chosen were educators, psychologists, sociologists,
and other social scientists who had made contributions
which would help improve the education of Black children.
They were located in colleges and universities throughout
the United States. The questionnaire was mailed to social
scientists in the following areas:
Area of Study Total Men Women
Education 26 18 8
Psychology 8 7 1
Sociology 8 5 3
Ethnic Studies 5 5 0
Other 8 7 1
55 42 13
The randomness of the sample, or its statistical represen
tativeness, is not an issue since this sample represented
the totality of subjects who were published and had
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national visibility. The pool of available Black social
scientists who are published and have national visibility
is quite small due to the discriminatory practices of major
social science journals.
Development of the questionnaire . The questionnaire
was developed with the goal of finding out if the Black
scholars considered the elements that we have defined in
the framework necessary for consideration when developing
programs for Black children. Ten questions were developed
for each assumption. A total of forty items appeared on
the questionnaire. The questions were short and precise
with the intention of gaining an accurate picture of the
scholars' attitudes about the elements that we believed
were important in developing programs for Black children.
Each question was rated by each of the scholars using a one
through five rating scale. The values were:
1 = essential
2 = very important but not essential
3 = important
4 = less important
5 = not important
The forty items which describe the critical elements of our
framework are grouped based on their relationship to each
assumption.
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From assumption I, which is the belief that Black
children share a common cultural heritage, the following
questions were developed:
1. The curriculum of educational programs must reflect and
consider the cultural background of Black children.
2. The program should include and define unity, solidar-
ity, and cooperativeness among Black people as an important
aspect of the total curriculum.
3. The program should be required to use materials which
reflect Black values, norms, and perspectives and encourage
the development of a positive ethnic identity among Black
children.
4. The program needs to focus on the positive contribu-
tions of Black Americans to America's history.
5. There must be a genuine effort to use materials and
books which are nonracist and which show the importance of
Blacks in this society.
6. The program should consider the nature of oppression,
racism, and social injustice in this society.
7. The program must actively recruit and employ teachers,
directors, and researchers who are Black.
8. The program ought to stress humanism or the worth and
importance of people versus materials.
9. The program must conduct monthly workshops which edu-
cate teachers and other staff members to the strengths,
abilities, values, and culture of Black children and their
famil ies.
10. The program should stress that one's future develop-
ment and progress is based on an understanding of one's
history and cultural heritage.
Assumption II which is based on the belief that the
Black family is important to the development and sociali-
zation of Black children, generated the following ques-
tions:
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1. The program must consider the values, norms, and be-liefs of the family when developing and implementing
curricul um.
2. The program should consider and explain the positive
differences in family structures when implementing units on
famil ies.
3. The program needs to recognize all family styles and
structures as equally valuable.
4. The program ought to provide mechanisms for maintaining
the Black family as the child's primary socializing agent.
5. The program must promote the development of values
similar to those of the Black family, i.e., a sense of pur-
pose, a sense of achievement, a sense of pride, a sense of
cooperativeness.
6. Parent participation in general development, curriculum
development, and policy-making is a must.
7. The program must provide support systems for the Black
family.
8. The program must recruit teachers who are sensitive to
and aware of the significance of the family to the child's
development.
9. The program should institute parent teacher workshops
so that parents and teachers can share their views on
childrearing
.
10. The program ought to emphasize the importance of
family relationships among Black people.
Likewise, Assumption III looks at the importance of
the Black community in the development and socialization of
Black children; therefore, questions that examined the com-
munity's role in the educational process were developed.
They were:
1. The program must employ staff and teachers that live in
the community.
2. The program ought to use the community as a primary
source when developing curriculum.
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3. The program needs to include the community in thedecision-making processes.
4. The program must recognize the Black community as a
significant factor in the Black child's development, espe-
cially in the development of an ethnic identity.
5. The program should encourage a collective or group ori—
entation among children rather than individualistic orien-
tation.
6. The program ought to transmit values and norms from the
community which are useful to the total development of
Black children.
7. The program should focus on the importance of insti-
tutions within the Black community, especially the Black
church.
8. The program must provide members of the community with
open access to the school.
9. The program should focus on the Black communityu as a
possible source of economic and political power.
10. The program ought to provide opportunities for the
continual communication between the school personnel and
the community through workshops, open houses, etc.
The fourth assumption examines the unique strengths
of Black children; thus providing the following questions:
1. The program must encourage and support the language of
Black children.
2. The program must encourage the children to use their
natural language; that is, the language of their home and
commuinity
.
3. The program must employ teachers who are knowledgeable
about the structural as well as the social features of
Black English.
4. The program, while focusing on the cultural strengths
of Black children, should help them to develop the basic
skills which are essential for survival in the public
schools.
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5. The program must provide a curriculum which is reflec-
tive of the immediate environment that Black children live
and grow in.
6. The program should encourge creativitiy and spontaneity
by structuring the classroom environment so that it is
flexible and non-oppressive
.
7. The program must envourage the development of skills
which will help Black children become independent and self-
sufficient.
8. The program should provide an environment which is non-
threatening and which helps Black children to cope with the
ever present hostility and oppression of the larger so-
ciety.
9. The program ought to help Black children to use their
creativity and spontaneity for constructive purposes.
10. The program must provide workshops for teachers to
help them to understand the language system of the Black
community.
The questions which we described and the complete question-
naire appear in Appendix II.
Assuring a Good Return . In order to insure the like-
lihood that the scholars would respond quickly, we took
precautionary measures:
1. We explained our study explicitly and emphasized
the importance of a quick response.
2. We designed questions that were brief and re-
quired thirty minutes or less to answer.
3. There was a deadline for return responses and a
follow up reminder was sent to delinquent scholars.
The Responses . Thirty-seven questionnaires out of
fifty-five were returned. Thirty-five of the scholars com-
pleted and returned the questionnaire. Two scholars re-
turned the questionnaire but did not complete it. One per-
too busy to complete it; whereas, the other personson was
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did not feel that he was knowledgeable in the area of Black
child development. The responses were distributed as
follows:
Area of Study
Ed ucation
Psychology
Sociology
Ethnic Studies
Other
Men
16 out of 18
2 out of 7
2 out of 5
4 out of 5
4 out of 7
Women
3 out of 8
1 out of 1
2 out of 3
0
1 out of 1
Of the total sample surveyed about sixty-three percent of
the sample responded to the questionnaire. Twenty-eight of
the forty-two male scholars responded which was about
sixty-six percent of the male scholars surveyed. Seven out
of the thirteen female scholars responded which was about
fifty percent of the female sample. The total sample of
responses was representative of the total group surveyed.
Analyzing the responses . When we received the re-
sponses they were analyzed using statistical computation.
We described the responses using statistical information
including the mean, standard deviation, frequency distribu-
tions, and intercorrelations. These statistical computa-
tions were derived by using the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS).
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Application of the Framework
Selection of programs
. The second part of the study
involved looking at programs that Black children partici-
pate in and comparing the goals of those programs with our
framework. This was done by profiling eight programs; four
which were designed as independent Black programs and four
which were designed as intervention programs during the
six ties.
Identification of the early intervention programs was
not difficult because of their national visibility and the
extensive amounts of research related to intervention and
planned variation in Follow Through programs. From the
list of Follow Through models four programs were chosen
based on the diversity in their theoretical foundations.
The programs chosen were the Educational Development Center
Open Education Model, the Responsive Education Model, Di-
rection Instruction Model, and a traditional Head Start
Program.
Identification of independent Black programs was
quite difficult because of the lack of funding available to
maintain and support such programs and because of the lack
of support and interest in programs that emphasize cultural
awareness. Programs that were chosen were organized and
designed for Black children by Black people. The programs
that we visited were the CORE Community School and the
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Melrose School in the South Bronx in New York; the Chad
School in Newark, New Jersey; and the Mary Belk Day Care
Center in Charlotte, North Carolina.
All of the programs chosen, intervention and indepen-
dent, were chosen because: they served children between
the ages of three and eight; and at least forty percent of
the children enrolled in the program were Black.
Gathering of information . Site visits were made to
all of the programs. During the visits, we spoke to the
director and teachers. Interviews were of no set length
but were designed to gather information related to the his-
tory of the program, general functioning, and the rela-
tionship between the program and our framework. Before
each interview, available printed materials were read by
the interviewer.
Reporting of findings . The findings were reported
showing contrast or agreement between the educational pro-
grams and our framework. The findings were written using
descriptive data. Written profiles of each program in-
cluded a history of the program, a general description,
available evaluative data, and the investigator's general
impressions.
Summary
Our study was comprised of two parts. The first part
was the modification of the framework. This involved the
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developing a questionnaire based on the critical elements
of each assumption which was ssent to fifty-five Black
scholars who were knolwedgeable in the area of Black child
development. The second part of the study involved the
application of the framework to eight existing programs
that Black children participated in. The application of
the framework involved visiting the programs and
interviewing administrators and staff and observing in
classrooms. In the next two chapters, Chapter IV and
Chapter V, we will discuss: (1) the relationship between
our framework and the responses of the scholars; and (2)
the relationship between our framework and the educational
programs that we visited.
CHAPTER I V
FINDINGS PART I: CONSENSUAL VALIDATION OF FRAMEWORK
In the first part of the study, we surveyed Black
child development experts to determine whether they agreed
or disagreed with our framework. Each scholar rated each
statement in relation to the development of educational
programs. Certain questions guided our interpretation of
the responses:
1. On which items did the scholars agree with us?
2. On which items did the scholars disagree with us?
3. On which items did the scholars agree with each other?
Summary of the Agreement Responses
There was general agreement among the scholars about
the importance of the elements that were identified in our
questionnaire. Since there was a high level of agreement
among the scholars, we will describe their responses in
charts which list the item, the number of respondents, and
the cumulative frequency. The responses are described in
Tables I, II, III and IV.
Table I shows the responses of the scholars to the
questions related to Assumption I. There was very high
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TABLE I
ASSUMPTION: BLACK CHILDREN SHARE A COMMON CULTURAL
HERITAGE, A HISTORY OF SLAVERY, OPPRES-
SION, AND RACIAL INJUSTICE IN AMERICA
Frequency
Items Essential
Very
Important Important Percent
Qls Cultural
Background 29 4 1 97.1
Q2 : Unity
,
Solidarity 17 6 7 88.2
Q3
:
Materials
,
Black 24 5 5 97.1
Q4: Positive
Contributions 27 4 2 94.3
Q5 : Nonracists
Materials 28 3 1 97.0
Q6 : Oppression 23 7 2 91.4
Q7: Recruit
Blacks 21 8 4 94.3
Q8 : Humanism 22 7 3 97.0
Q9: Workshops 8 5 13 81.3
Q10 : Understand
History 17 6 5 84.8
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Black children. Four of the statements received more than
a ninety-five percent agreement response. Ninety-seven
percent of the scholars thought that it was important to
use curriculum which reflects the cultural background of
Black children; to use materials which reflect Black
values, norms, and perspectives; to use nonracist books and
materials; and to stress humanism or the worth and impor-
tance of people.
Table II, which examines the responses of the scho-
lars in relation to Assumption II, looks at the role of the
family in educational programs. Several items were con-
sidered important with a more than ninety-five percent
agreement rate. The scholars believed that it was impor-
tant to consider the values and norms of the Black family
when developing curriculum; to consider the positive dif-
ferences in family structures; to promote the development
of values similar to those of the Black family; and to re-
cruit teachers who were sensitive to the importance of the
family in the child's life.
The responses of the scholars, showing the relation-
ship between the school and the community, are described in
Table III. Fewer items in this category received a ninety-
five percent importance rate. The items that the respond-
ents considered important were that the community should be
considered a significant factor in the child's development;
should transmit positive values and norms fromthe program
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TABLE II
ASSUMPTION II: BLACK CHILDREN GROW AND DEVELOP IN
A COMPLEX FAMILY ENVIRONMENT WHICH
IS DIFFERENT IN CUSTOMS, ORGANIZA-
TION, AND PERSPECTIVE FROM THAT OF
THE DOMINANT CULTURE
Frequency
Very
Items Essential Important Important Percent
Qll: Family Values 21 8 4 97.1
Q12: Family
Structures 20 4 8 97.0
Q13 : Families
,
Equal 16 6 2 70.0
Q14 : Socializing
Agent 15. 7 7 87.9
Q15 : Black Family
Values 18 5 6 96.7
Q16: Parent
Participation 13 11 7 88.6
Q17: Support Systems 15 4 8 84.4
Q18: Recruit
Teachers 21 7 5 97.1
Q19 : Parent-
Teacher 15 12 5 94.1
Q20: Family
Relationships 18 7 7 94.1
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TABLE III
ASSUMPTION III: BLACK CHILDREN GROW UP IN COMMUNI-
TIES WHICH SUPPORT THEIR "BLACKNESS"
AND HELPS THEM TO DEVELOP A VIEW OF
THEMSELVES WHICH REFLECTS THE POSI-
TIVE ATTITUDES AND BELIEFS OF THE
BLACK FAMILY WHICH IS OFTEN CONTRA-
DICTORY TO THE VIEWS OF THE LARGER
SOCIETY
Frequency
Items Essential
Ve ry
Important Important Percent
Q21: Neighborhood
Teachers 5 7 11 65.7
Q22 : Community
-
Curriculum 10 10 6 76.5
Q2 3 : Decision-
Making 16 5 6 79.4
Q2 4 : Socialization 24 7 2 97.1
Q25 : Group
Orientation 13 8 3 82.9
Q26 : Transmit
Values 22 7 4 97.1
Q27 : Black Church 16 7 2 73.5
Q2 8 : Access to
School 17 8 3 80.0
Q29 : Political
Power 17 3 7 84.4
Q30 : Open
Communication 21 4 7 97.0
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the community; and there should be continual communication
between the school and community.
Table IV which was concerned with the unique
strengths of Black children revealed that over ninety-five
percent of the respondents considered it important to pro-
vide Black children with an environment which is nonthreat-
ening and helps them cope with the larger oppressive so-
ciety. Equally important was the idea that programs must
help Black children use their creativity and spontaneity
for constructive purposes. Other items that received rela-
tively high agreement among the scholars were the develop-
ment of basic skills and the development of independence
and self-sufficiency in Black children.
Summary of Low Agreement Responses
There were several items which did not receive high
agreement among the scholars. The first item, Question 9,
which deals with the importance of monthly workshops re-
ceived a relatively low agreement rate. Two criticisms
tygj-Q stated by the respondents. The first criticism was
that conducting workshops might be an ineffective method of
bringing about change and imparting information to teach-
ers. The second criticism involved the frequency of the
workshops. Some scholars thought that monthly workshops
were too often while others thought that it was not often
eno ugh
.
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TABLE IV
ASSUMPTION IV: BLACK CHILDREN HAVE MANY UNIQUE
STRENGTHS AND ABILITIES WHICH
HELP THEM DEAL EFFECTIVELY WITH
THEIR ENVIRONMENT
Frequency
Items
Very
Essential Important Important Percent
Q31
:
Support
Language 12 2 11 71.4
Q32 : Use Home
Language 6 4 10 58.8
Q33 : Features BE 17 4 10 76.5
Q34 : Basic Skills 25 5 2 94.5
Q35 : Immediate
Environment 13 5 7 73.5
Q36 : Creativity
,
Spontaneity 21 7 3 91.2
Q37 Self-Sufficient
,
Independent 28 3 1 94.1
Q38 : Coping Skills 22 7 3 97.0
Q39 : Constructive
Purposes 27 5 1 97.1
Q40 : Language
Workshops 18 4 6 84.8
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The second item, Question 13, was questioned by sev-
eral respondents because they did not believe or accept the
idea that all family styles and structures are equally
val uable
.
The third item which received relatively low agree-
ment among the scholars was the employment of teachers from
the community or neighborhood (Question 21) and using the
community as a primary source for developing curriculum
(Question 22 )
.
The last item which caused some disagreement among
the scholars was the use of Black children's language in
school even if it is a nonstandard dialect. Many of the
scholars questioned the idea of allowing Black children to
use their natural language in school because they generally
believed that to allow Black children to use their language
suggested that we did not consider the importance or pres-
tige attached to speaking Standard English. The nonagree-
ment responses to the language question were primarily
based on the belief in the importance of Standard English
in our society as a social tool for upward mobility.
Agreement Between Scholars' Responses
The Pearson Correlation Coefficient Matrix was calcu-
lated on each response to measure the relationship of
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agreement between the respondents on an item to item basis.
Since agreement was generally high on items, intercorre-
lations were also strong. However, there were notable ex-
ceptions. There was low agreement on the items below and
the intercorrelations between the responses on these items
and other items on the questionnaire were very low. The
items that we were concerned with were that programs
sho uld:
Q13: Recognize all family styles and structures as equally
val uable
Q21: Employ staff and teachers that live in the community
Q22: Use the community as a primary source of curriculum
Q25: Encourage collective or group orientation
Q31: Encourage and support the language of Black children
Q32: Encourage the children to use their natural language
Q35: Use curriculum which is reflective of their immediate
env ironment
These exceptions are notable because where there appeared
to be low agreement and low intercorrelations, the ques-
tions related directly to changes in educational policy.
To employ teachers and staff from the community as
the primary means of staffing educational programs would
mean that the control of the program would be in the hands
of community people—people who know the children. Using
the community as a primary source of curriculum also sug-
gests that the community is important and that Black chil-
dren can learn about themselves and their culture as well
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as the larger society by interacting with their immediate
environments. The issue that results from such items is,
Who should control the schools?" With desegregation of
schools and busing, often children do not attend schools in
their communities but that should not inhibit their repre-
sentation in educational programs. Their communities
should be represented.
The recognition of all family styles as equally
valuable is contradictory to the views of many social
scientists in this society. We are not often taught to
believe that even though a family's life style is different
that it might be serving a beneficial purpose for that
group of people and should be considered equal to any other
family group. Different in this society often means de-
viant.
Third, the language of Black children is an extremely
controversial issue and the generally accepted viewpoint
tends to be that if Black children are to survive in this
culture they must learn Standard English; therefore, they
should not be encouraged to use their own language. Even
if the respondents believed all dialects of English were
equal and rule-governed they were still concerned with mak-
ing sure that Black children learn the more prestigious
form of English.
The responses to the items that we have described are
based primarily on the preconceived notions about who is
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most capable to control the educational process and what
tends to be the most acceptable view held by society. The
items are controversial and the responses tend to be basd
on an acceptance of the values of the dominant culture. On
the other hand, our framework is based on the belief that
the acceptance of Black children and their culture is es-
sential to the development of any educational program that
will promote the total growth and development of these
children.
Summary and Discussion
Even though there was general agreement among the
respondents about the items on the questionnaire, several
of the respondents cautioned me about my general optimism
on the possibility of developing an educational program
which reflected the views of our framework. Others cau-
tioned me about the generalizations that I made about Black
children and their environments, emphasizing that there is
no monolithic Black child.
The general agreement from most of the scholars re-
vealed that most Black social scientists who are conducting
research recognize that the basic assumptions that we have
made about Black children are feasible. However, the ex-
tent of agreement varies when we move beyond the basic is-
sues like the relationship between curriculum development
and cultural heritage. In other words, exceedingly high
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responses were given to the traditional issues such as the
use of nonracist materials, the contributions of Blacks,
and humanism. When we begin to look at the role of the
family and community as partners in the educational pro-
cess, the responses tend to vary, and the scholars tend to
take a more conservative position.
It is my contention that many of the responses were
based on a traditional view of education and the role that
it plays in society. Generally, many of the respondents
did not believe that it was essential to provide communi-
cation between home, community, and school. Likewise, it
was not generally considered essential to build on the
strengths that Black children bring to school and to make
sure that Black children have an opportunity to learn about
themselves and their culture. Many of the items, such as
the language issue, were not readily accepted because these
items are in opposition of the values of the dominant cul-
ture. Scholars who thought that acceptance of children's
natural language was essential usually represented the more
liberal scholars in their discipline.
CHAPTER V
FINDINGS PART II: PROFILES OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
In this chapter we will describe and compare eight
educational programs that Black children participate in
using our framework as the foundation for the comparison.
The programs were either independent Black programs or
early intervention programs which were developed during the
early sixties. The four independent Black programs were
the Melrose School and the CORE Community School which are
located in South Bronx, New York; the Chad School which is
located in Newark, New Jersey; and the Mary Belk Day Care
Center located in Charlotte, North Carolina. The four in-
tervention programs were the Direct-Instruction Model, Head
Start, the Responsive Education Approach, and the Education
Development Center Approach. We will briefly describe each
individual program, look at available evaluative data, and
provide an explanation and interpretation of the relation-
ship between the program and the framework that provides
the basis of this study.
The Melrose School
The Melrose School which serves 128 Black children
between the grades of kindergarten and eighth occupies the
third floor of a Catholic church-school in the South Bronx
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of New York City. The school has been in existence for
more than ten years and provides many Black children with
an alternative educational experience. The longevity of
this school as an independent Black school makes it a
unique institution.
Historical background
. In 1968 the Melrose school
was founded as a result of a teacher's strike which left
many children in New York City without schooling. The
school was first started by the white organist of the
Catholic Church which still houses the school. However,
the school was never directly connected with the Catholic
Church. The organist's primary goal was to provide chil-
dren from the neighborhoods which surround the church with
school experiences during the strike. Since the school was
successful it continued to grow even after the teachers'
strike
.
Even with the success of the school, financial prob-
lems threatened the future of Melrose school as in Septem-
ber of 1970. A parent meeting to discuss the future of the
school was called. Ms. Eleanor Turnbull, the present
director, took the position when she realized that the
school would not survive without a commitment from parents.
Her major philosophy was that in spite of the financial
problems that the school faced they would not consider
bankruptcy as a possible option because they had children
that needed an education and were eager to learn. So the
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school continued. Thirty-five children were enrolled and
four teachers worked without pay to provide an educational
experience that the parents felt was appropriate.
General description
. The Melrose School provides
education experiences for 128 Black children who live in
New York City. The children live in different neighbor-
hoods in New York City and are bused to the school. Even
though the children come from various socioeconomic back-
grounds, all children except kindergarten age children pay
a yearly tuition of $830. Kindergarten age children pay
$500 per year.
The Melrose School provides educational experiences
based on standard public school curriculum guides. The
school focuses on the basics: reading, writing, mathema-
tics, science, and social studies. Good manners, good
discipline, self-confidence, and pride are also essential
elements of the program. Two methods of instruction, di-
rected instruction and individualization, are used to
achieve the goals of the curriculum.
In order to compare the performance of children at
Melrose School with children in the public schools, these
children are given standardized achievement tests. The
tests most often used are the Stanford Diagnostic, the
Metropolitan Achievement Test, and the Pupil Evaluation
Test which is a test designed as a part of Title I.
Achievement tests are generally administered because the
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who leave Melrose School often enter the New York City
Public Schools. Some students attend special schools in
New York such as Bronx Science.
Another important aspect of the Melrose School is the
emphasis on parent involvement. Parents are included in
every area of the school's functioning. They are tauqht
how to work in the classrooms as aides and teachers. They
are also taught skills which would enable them to take over
the job as director of the school as well as skills which
will help them teach basic skills to their children. The
philosophy of the Melrose School makes it essential that
all members of the school family are knowledgeable in all
areas of the school's functioning.
CORE Community School
The CORE Community School is a coed, independent,
non-sectarian school for children in grdes one through
eight. It is located on the third flooir of the Gramercy
Boys Club in the South Bronx of New York. The CORE Com-
munity School can be distinguished from other buildings on
that street because of the Black liberation flag which is
above the door of the school. The school population is
Black and Hispanic and is drawn primarily from the neigh-
borhood's public housing projects.
Historical background. In 1977 the CORE Community
School was founded because of the closing of the Our Lady
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of Victory School. In March 1977, the Archdiocese of New
York announced that Our Lady of Victory School would close
at the end of the year due to financial strain but parents
refused to accept the decision and protested the closing of
the school. The parents requested aid from CORE and in
September of the same year the school was opened under the
sponsorship of CORE. The school was moved from its original
site to the Gramercy Boys Club where it is located today.
General description . CORE Community School which pro-
vides alternative educational experiences for Black and
Hispanic low-income children in grades one through eight
emphasizes the development of basic skills: reading, good
language skills, mathematics and discipline. In addition,
the school places importance on the expansion of the chil-
dren's minds in order to further prepare them to deal effec-
tively with themselves and with others. The program also
supports the idea that to learn to read, write, and do
mathematics is not enough to deal effectively with a very
hard and sometimes uncompromising society. This goal is
achieved through an emphasis on cultural activities.
Even though the CORE Community School is a neighbor-
hood alternative school there was little indication that the
community was actually involved in the program or that they
were welcome in the school.
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The Chad School
The Chad School which is located in Newark, New Jer-
sey, was founded in January 1970. This school presently
serves 250 children between the ages of three and fourteen.
Chad School occupies six buildings on Clinton Avenue and can
house up to 400 students. The operational budget of the
school is about one-half million dollars which is acquired
from tuitions and philanthropic foundations. The average
yearly tuition is $1000 per child.
Historical background . The Chad School originated out
of the race riots and teacher strikes of the 1960s. It pro-
vided an alternative kind of educational system by providing
guidance for high school students and an after school pro-
gram for problem children. Paramount to the initial philo-
sophy of the school was a "caring for children." The school
was originally based on an African Nationalist Philosophy
which later became a Black Nationalist Philosophy. During
this period the school emphasized the cultural heritage of
Black people with special emphasis on the school-community
relationship. In 1973, Nina Robinson became director of the
Chad School and the major focus changed from a Black cul-
tural perspective to an academic program which emphasized
the basics: language arts, reading, mathematics, and
science
.
General description . The Chad School offers its
students who range in age from three to fourteen years a
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curriculum designed to provide a solid base for higher edu-
cation. All children are exposed to the basic subjects:
science
, mathematics, history, reading, language arts,
Spanish, and physical education. The content of these sub-
jects is geared to individual differences and ages. Spanish
is taught to the older children as a formal class; whereas,
younger children learn Spanish from the older children
through informal means. There are also special and remedial
reading and mathematics programs. Even though the school is
not based on a Black cultural philosophy, the school does
encourage the use of curriculum materials that reflect the
culture of Black children. They also used the terms
"Brother" and "Sister" when referring to each other which
encourages a family-like relationship among the school
members.
The school day runs from nine to four five days per
week and children between the ages of three and seven are
given an opportunity to nap. The structure of the classroom
tends to be a nongraded approach. Young children are put in
nongraded self-contained classroms with two adults and not
more than fifteen children. The older children rotate
classes with one teacher to every group of fifteen children.
The staff consists of a director, an administrator,
two assistant administrators, nineteen teachers, and
eighteen teacher aides. The teaching staff and administra-
tors are all licensed personnel with a bachelor of arts
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or higher in education. Most often they worked in public
schools prior to coming to Chad.
Mary Belk Day Care Center
Mary Belk Day Care Center is a laboratory school on
the campus of Johnson C. Smith University in Charlotte,
North Carolina. The day care center has only been in opera-
tion for two years.
Historical background
. Mary Belk Day Care Center was
started at Johnson C. Smith University two years ago as a
day care center to serve children between the ages of 2-1/2
and 6. The school also serves as a teacher training site
for undergraduates in the department of education. In its
two short years of existence, the focus of the program has
changed from a "play oriented" curriculum to an academic
based curriculum. The program is stil in transition.
General description . The Mary Belk Day Care Center
occupies the lower level of the newly built Mary Belk School
of Education building at Johnson C. Smith University. The
space in which the day care center is located is excellent.
It provides roomy classrooms for children, a well equipped
kitchen, storage space, and offices for staff. The play-
ground is also well equipped with spaces and equipment for
climbing, jumping, and running as well as space for wheel-
toys.
The program is a full day, day care program which
operates from 8 to 5 daily with nap, snacks, and lunch
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provided. Each child pays a small tuition of twenty-five
dollars per week. The structure of the day care programs
reflects a traditional early childhood approach with empha-
sis on free play and learning by doing. Children in the
classrooms can often be seen listening to stories, playing
games such as Candyland, playing in the block corner or
housekeeping area, and working with manipulatives. Consi-
derable time is also devoted to gross motor activities such
as climbing, running, jumping, and riding tricycles.
In addition to providing services for children, the
day care center also serves as a teacher training site for
undergraduates. Undergraduates spend considerable amounts
of time observing and working with children
Head Start
Head Start is probably the most significant and exten-
sive program of the compensatory education movement. During
its fifteen years of existence it has served more than six
million children and their families from various backgrounds
who lived in rural and urban communities throughout the
United States.
Historical background . Head Start originated in 1965
as a part of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 which
pro-
vided special programs for the education of the poor
outside
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the framework of public education (White, 1970). Head Start
was based on the knowledge that there were children in our
society, who because of race or socioeconomic status, were
educationally handicapped.
Head Start was designed as a summer program that would
provide comprehensive services for 100,000 disadvantaged
kindergarten aged children who would enter public schools in
the Fall. Instead, during the first summer, the program
served more than 500,000 children. As a result of the fa-
vorable response to the program, it was extended to a full
year program. During the past fifteen years, Head Start has
extended its services to children in grades one through
three under the Follow Through Program; provided services to
handicapped children; and provided services for families un-
der the Child and Family Resource Program.
General description . There is no single, standardized
educational curriculum for every Head Start program in the
United States. Instead, there are general goals and objec-
tives which most Head start progrmas share. Each Head Start
child development center works to:
1. Improve the child's physical health and physical abili-
ties.
2. Improve the emotional and social development of the
child by encouraging self-confidence, spontaneity, curios-
ity, and self-discipline.
3. Establish patterns and expectations of success for the
child which will create a climate of confidence for his fu-
ture learning efforts.
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4. Increase the child's capacity to relate positively tofamily members and to others while strengthening the fam-ily s ability to relate positively to the child and hisproblems.
5. Develop in the child and his family a responsible at-
titude toward society, fostering constructive opportunities
for society to work along with them in solving the child's
problems.
6. Increase the sense of dignity and self-worth within the
child and his family.
The goals of each child development center are
achieved through five components which are education,
health, nutrition, social service, and parent involvement.
The educational component of Head Start is a daily preschool
program designed by each child development center to meet
the needs of the children it serves: The daily activity
program is based on:
1. An opportunity for child-initiated activities rather
than exclusively teacher-dominated ones.
2. Evidence of attention to present growth needs of chil-
dren.
3. Flexibility and adaptability in programs to meet special
situations such as rainy days, excitement, restlessness, or
boredom on the part of the children.
4. A variety of activities: cooking, dramatic play and
dance, creative art experiences, manipulative activities,
etc .
5. Development of exploration, communication, wonder, and
curiosity about the environment rather than a total emphasis
on skills.
The Head Start program provides the child with many opportu-
nities to interact with his environment in meaningful ways
which helps to foster the development of cognitive skills.
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The child is also provided with experiences which encourage
ethnic pride and fosters a positive self concept. The
teachers are encouraged to provide an emotional and social
climate that is supports tive . The experiences that the
child encounters are numerous. Many of them are aimed at
providing the child with the skills needed to compete in the
public school.
The health service program is vital to Head Start be-
cause it provides medical, dental and psychological services
to children who would not have ordinarily received them.
Speech, hearing, and language services are also provided.
The medical program strives to promote preventive health
services and early intervention by providing a medical
examination, screening test, and immunizations for each
child who attends Head Start. It also attempts to provide
the child’s family with the necessary knowledge that they
need in order to continue to provide their children with
good health care after the child leaves Head Start.
Through the nutritional component, the child is given
an opportunity to develop fully the physical resources that
they will bring to the learning process. Since good nutri-
tion is necessary for the child to perform properly in
school, the Head Start center provides nutritious meals.
Each child is given a mid-morning snack and lunch. Some
children are given breakfast if they did not receive it at
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home; however, parents are encouraged to provide breakfast
for their children.
The social service component links the center, family,
and related community services and resources. It helps to
assist the family in its efforts to improve the condition
and quality of life. It is instrumental in recruiting chil-
dren who are in need of the services that Head Start pro-
vides.
Parents are indispensable to the success of the pro-
gram because they are usually the closest people to the
child. They are instrumental in shaping the world of the
child and they also are the chief educators of their chil-
dren. In Head Start, parents are also involved in
decision-making as it relates to program planning and
operations. Head Start provides a planned program of ex-
periences which supports and enhances the role of the parent
in their child's development.
Since the goals and objectives of the program are
broad, there is usually little conflict between Head Start's
philosophy and its implementation. Since Head Start pro-
grams tend to be better funded than most early childhood
programs they can acquire materials which more readily re-
flect the background of the children that it serves.
The Head Start program that we visited was the Tri-
County Head Start program which is located in Jones, Craven
and Pamlico County. The site which we became most familiar
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with was located in New Bern, North Carolina. Walking into
the school one would encounter many senior citizens because
the Head Start program is located in a school which also
serves as an activity center for senior citizens in the New
Bern community. This provides a good opportunity for chil-
dren to talk to and interact with older members of the
larger communities. As one walks down the hall, you would
find three classrooms for children between the ages of three
and six. Many of the children, about 60 percent, are Black.
There are also special needs children mainstreamed in these
classrooms.
During the early morning, one might find children
engaged in independent activities such as putting puzzles
together, stringing beads, or building with legos. From
individual and small group activity the children then have
breakfast as a group. After breakfast there is large group
activity time.
Looking around the classroom, one would often find
books which were nonracist and which were reflective of the
backgrounds and needs of the children enrolled in the pro-
gram. Also, there were poster s ,. bulletin board materials,
and some table games which showed pictures of culturally
different children. The teachers seemed very concerned
about including cultural awareness or multicultural educa-
tion into the curriculum. There was also considerable
sensitivity to the needs of parents and to other members
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of the larger society. Generally, we found that the Head
program could provide a basis for the development of
our framework even though the ideas of our framework were
not being implemented extensively in the program that we
observed
.
The Direct Instruction Model
The Direct Instruction Model was developed in the
Berei ter-Englemann preschool at the University of Illinois
in the 1960s as a part of the early intervention movement.
This program is commercially packaged as the Distar reading,
language, and arithmetic program and is used in many inner
city schools for grades prekindergarten to third.
Historical background . The Direct Instruction Model
which was developed by Englemann-Becker has its roots in the
Bereiter-Englemann experimental school. Originally, the
program was based on the following assumptions:
1. By the age of three or four disadvantaged children are
already seriously behind other children in the development
of aptitudes necessary for school.
2. Disadvantaged children must somehow "catch up" in the
development of these abilities, or they will enter school
with handicaps that will spell failure for a large percen-
tage of them and a limited future for all of them.
3. If they are to catch up, they must progress at a
faster rate than normal.
4. A preschool program that provided the usual opportuni-
ties for learning cannot be expected to produce learning at
above normal rates (Bereiter & Englemann, 1966).
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Thus the intention of the program was to provide preschool
children with experiences that would increase their intel-
ligence in the shortest amount of time. This was achieved
by developing a systematic curriculum for two hours a day
for disadvantaged four and five year olds. Intensive,
carefully sequenced, teacher-directed small group, verbal
instruction was used (Becker, Englemann, Carnine, 1979).
In 1967 Englemann and Becker began working together
after Bereiter left Illinois. Together, Englemann and
Becker, designed, implemented, and evaluated school instruc-
tion based on teacher-directed instruction. As a result of
program development and field testing of their approach for
more than fifteen years, the Direct Instruction Method
evolved
.
General description . The Direct Instruction Model
which was developed at the University of Oregon is a techno-
logically based approach to remediating and preventing skill
deficiencies. The program has been used with retarded chil-
dren, with autistic children, with non-English speaking
children, with disadvantaged children, and with "perfectly
normal" children in all parts of the United States (Becker,
Englemann, and Carnine, 1979). The primary goal of the pro-
gram is to improve the basic education of children, espe-
cially those from economically disadvantaged backgrounds.
The program emphasizes small group, face to face
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instruction by a teacher using carefully sequenced, daily
lessons in reading, language and arithmetic.
The Distar program which is made up of nine curriculum
strands is used widely today in special and regular class-
rooms for the first three to four years of basic instruc-
tion. The Distar reading program consists of three levels.
Reading I and II are taught with emphasis first on decoding
skills and then comprehension. Reading III focuses on
teaching "how to learn” from reading. Emphasis is on ex-
tracting and using new informatino that primarily has a
scientific orientation. The language program also has three
levels. Language I and Language II teach names, classes,
properties, and relational terms. In this program children
are taught to make complete statements; to ask question in
order to explore unknown subjects; and to logically describe
the world around them. Also, comprehension and language
production is emphasized. Language III expands the logical
use of language and teaches basic grammatical rules. The
arithmetic program at the beginning levels, I and II,
teaches basic addition and subtraction as well as memoriza-
tion of facts. In addition to the basics, Arithmetic II in-
troduces multiplication, fractions, and a variety of meas-
urement concepts involving time, money, length, and weight.
Arithmetic III deals with algebra, factoring, and division.
Even though each curriculum strans has its own content, all
of the programs share certain basic features:
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(1) prescribed scripted lessons; (2) use of teacher-directed
group instruction for part of the lesson; (3) use of speci-
fied teaching procedures; (4) specified motivating proce-
dures; (5) specified training procedures; (6) built-in
systems for monitoring student progress; and (7) a common
logic in selecting teaching examples and program sequences
(Becker, 1977). The implementation and theoretical founda-
tions of the Direct Instruction Model are generally consis-
tent because the model is a programmed approach which is
supposed to be "teacher proof." Teachers tend to follow the
teacher’s guide completely.
The Responsive Education Model
The Responsive Education Model is implemented in four-
teen school districts in thirteen states and serves more
than 6,500 children in some 330 primary grade classrooms
(Cheever, 1976). The program is designed to support cogni-
tive growth by promoting the development of problem-solving
skills; to support affective development by fostering the
development of a healthy self-concept; and to support social
growth by promoting the development of culturally pluralis-
tic behaviors and attitudes.
Historical background . The Responsive Education Pro-
gram was developed and implemented under the sponsorship of
Glen Nimnicht of Far West Laboratories as a part of the com-
pensatory education movement of the sixties. The original
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program was designed to provide compensatory or remedial
experiences for children of ethnic-minorities and children
from low— income families. The focus of the program was to
help individuals develop the ability to solve problems on
their own with special concentration on enhancing intel-
lect
,
a sense of autonomy, and a good self-concept. The
classroom environment was structured so that children could
freely explore the environment. Teachers were trained and
encouraged to be responsive to children. Nimnicht favored
autotelic activities, or activities that were self-
rewarding, and did not depend on rewards and punishments
unrelated to the activities themselves. Since Nimnicht
introduced the idea of "responsive education" in the early
sixties, that focus has remained; however, the model no
longer supports a compensatory approach to education. Over
the past decade with considerable input from staff, evalua-
tors, and researchers, the Responsive Education Program has
changed its focus from remediation to a model that assumes
that children of all ethnic and economic groups have assets
for learning that they acquire within their families and
communities.
General description . The Responsive Education Program
is based on humanistic theories of education as well as the
ideas of developmental psychologists such as Piaget and edu-
cators, Bruner and Ausubel. The goals of the Responsive
Education Program are the development of problem-solving
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healthy self-concept, and cultural pluralistic behaviors.
These goals are achieved by four principles which guide the
structure and process of responsive teaching. The prin-
ciples are:
1. The learners' experience, background, and interests are
assets.
2. Learners develop increasing responsibility for and
control of their own learning.
3. Learners acquire skills and concepts in the context of
meaningful, integrated learning experiences.
4. Learners share knowledge and experience and interact on
issues (Cheever, 1976).
These principles guide the teacher in setting up the envi-
ronment, planning activities, and interacting with children.
The curriculum of this program encompasses an inte-
gration of reading, language arts, mathematics and science
experiences as well as experiences which encourage social
competence, personal competence, and culturally pluralistic
attitudes. According to the Responsive Education Approach
curriculum guide, the program treats academic skills
—
reading, writing, arithmetic—as important tools for
problem-solving rather than as ends in themselves; there-
fore, children acquire academic skills in the context of
meaningful learning experiences that present or simulate
real-life situations (Cheever, 1976).
For example, the curriculum content of the program
consists of:
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1. Reading and reading readiness activities which utilize
psychol ingui stic/whole language/comprehension based learning
strategies. Children hear stories read, read along
supplying missing words, and first read materials which are
familiar and later read materials that are less familiar.
The focus of reading is on making sense of what is read and
heard
.
2. Language Arts activities are provided which accept and
extend the language of children. An appreciation of dif-
ferent dialects is also encouraged. Activities which en-
courage children to talk and listen to each other using
whole language are essential.
3. Math and mathematical readiness experiences are provided
through games and reality-based problems. Concrete manipu-
latives are used as children develop number concepts and
skills in calculation.
4. Science and multicultural learning experiences use in-
ductive and reflective thinking strategies to guide children
to increase their understanding about the environment and
community that they live in (Cheever, 1976).
Through the implementation of the Responsive Education cur-
riculum, children will be encouraged to develop skills that
will help them to become independent, competent learners who
can identify and solve their own problems and accept and
respect others of different ethnic backgrounds.
The atmosphere of one of the Responsive Education
sites suggests that there is a genuine connection between
the theoretical framework of this program and the practical
application. Walking into the North End School in Golds-
boro, North Carolina, an observer might feel pleasantly in-
trigued to find a school where children are actively in-
volved in activities and projects with incredible self-
discipline. The physical structure of the school is an open
classroom pod-shaped building where classes are divided by
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partitions. Often three or four classes were combined
across age and grade levels. Children's work-language ex-
perience stories, drawings, projects were displayed through-
out the school. In the classrooms, small groups of children
were working together on projects which included writing
completing mathematics assignments, playing board
games, reading books, or working with the teacher. All of
the children seemed generally interested in their tasks and
were not disturbed by visitors in the classroom. In addi-
tion to providing space for children, the school also houses
a parent-child resource room which was used by parents so
that they could become familiar with materials and equipment
used in the school.- The general atmosphere of the entire
school was warm, relaxed, and calm with children and
teachers engaging in constructive activities.
The Education Development Center Approach
The Education Development Approach is operated in more
than 100 classrooms in ten cities and towns from Chicago,
Illinois to Burlington, Vermont with an enrollment of 3600
children. The Education Development Center Approach ( EDC
)
is based on the philosophy of the British Primary Schools.
Historical background . Around 1969, about two years
after the appearance of the Plowden Report, researchers at
the Education Development Center in Newton, Massachusetts
proposed an educational approach based on the philosophy of
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the British Primary School. The plan which was written by
David Arming ton was designed to promote open education as a
viable alternative to traditional practices in American
schools. Even though the EDC plan was one of the original
Follow Through Models, it was never based on a compensatory
education philosophy. Instead, it ws based on the belief
that if schools were to nourish in significant ways the
growth and learning of all children rather than a few,
schools must change (Armington, 1972).
General description . The EDC Approach is based on the
idea that self-development is important for schools and
teachers as well as children. There is an advisory and con-
sultant system which encourages schools and teachers to ex-
periment with diverse avenues for fostering children’s
self-respect, respect for others, imagination, curiosity,
and openness to change (Bissell, 1972). In this approach,
classrooms are places where both adults and children take an
active role in the educational process. For example, commu-
nication skills such as reading and writing are not treated
as academic exercises? instead, they are taught in rich en-
vironments which stimulate children's imagination and
thought and foster their desire to communicate (Armington,
1972)
.
The classroom environment is an important element of
the EDC Approach therefore the environment should generally
reflect an atmosphere which provides:
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1* A rich environment of materials for children to explore,
and abundant opportunities for learning through experience.
2. Activities which arise from the needs and interest of
children rather than from prescribed curriculum.
3. Opportunities for a variety of activities to occur
simul taneously
.
4. Few obvious barriers between subjects.
5. A flexible schedule which permits children to learn ac-
cording to their individual rhythms of engagement and dis-
engagement.
6. Opportunities for dialogue between children.
7. Flexible groupings based on the changing needs and in-
terests of the children.
An open classroom environment is enhanced by a teacher who
is supportive and guides children and structures the envi-
ronment. It is through the advisory-consultant system that
the facilitation of the EDC Approach is achieved. This
network provides its participants—teachers, paraprofes-
sionals, parents—with skills necessary to implement an open
education approach. Because the EDC Approach is based on an
open education philosophy, it is often difficult to imple-
ment because teachers are most often trained to be dispen-
sers of knowledge rather than facilitators. These contra-
dictions were obvious in the implementation of the EDC
Approach at the Roxbury Community School which is located in
Boston, Massachusetts. It was quite clear that the imple-
mentation of the model depended primarily on the skills and
abilities of individual teachers. In a grade 1-2 classroom,
where children were involved in a mathematics activity, the
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entire class was actively involved in the lesson until the
teacher had to answer the phone. At that point, the entire
class fell apart. When the teacher returned to the math
activity she was not able to gain the interest or attention
of her students. The classroom itself was void of interest
centers and very little of the students' work was displayed.
Little emphasis seemed to be placed on creativity, sponta-
neity, self-direction or motivation in children. Emphasis
was on teaching the basic through teacher-directed activi-
ties; in the case that I observed, ditto sheets were used.
I was able to observe another classroom, grade K-l
,
where the teacher was more concerned about the open educa-
tion approach. In that classroom, children were involved in
individual and small group projects such as playing board
games, working with stringing beads, playing with sand, and
talking to other children and adults. There was evidence of
children's writings, projects, and drawings throughout the
classroom. Even though these activities were a part of the
daily schedule, the teacher made it clear that there was
heavy emphasis on reading, writing, and arithmetic as the
end product rather than a means which supports experiential
learning
.
Evaluative Data
There was no systematic data collected on any of the
independent Black schools. The directors of the Melrose
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School and the Chad School felt that the longevity of their
schools and the placement of their students in prestigious
secondary schools was an indication of their success. The
CORE Community School and the Mary Belk Day Care Center have
not been in existence long enough to determine their impact
on the lives of the children that they serve.
On the other hand, the second group of schools which
were early childhood models have been involved in numerous
evaluation studies. The most significant study was the Head
Start Planned Variation Study which was implemented in 1969
to determine which curriciulum model had the greatest impact
on Head Start children. The experiment concentrated on
eight models in sixteen communities. The models that were
selected included the Englemann-Becker Academic Oriented
Model which is now the Direct Instruction Model; the Respon-
sive Education Approach; and the Education Development Cen-
ter Open Education Approach. As a means of evaluating the
different models, the children were given academic readiness
tests and the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test. The results
of the experiment did not show any curriculum model superior
in all areas. However, children in preacademic programs
such as the Englemann-Becker Model did better on tests as-
sessing knowledge of shapes, numerals, and alphabet names.
These children did not do better than children in the cog-
nitive discovery approaches, i.e., the Responsive Model and
the discovery approaches, i.e., the EDC Approach on tests
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measured premath and prescience concepts. In essence, chil-
dren in all models appeared to score better in a variety of
skill s when compared with children who had no preschool ex-
perience.
Head Start has also been involved in numerous studies
including the Westinghouse Report and the Persistence of
Preschool Effects study. The data from these two national
studies indicate that Head Start has substantial immediate
effects on children enrolled. They tend to do better on
academic tasks than children who are not enrolled. However,
the long term effects appear to be less reliable even though
children who were enrolled in Head Start programs are more
likely to be promoted along with their classmates of the
same age and are less likely to be enrolled in special edu-
cation classes (Miller, 1979). Most of the Head Start
evaluative studies have been conducted using measures of
cognitive skills even though Head Start is a comprehensive
program which focuses on the total development of children.
It seems that it is probably best to use the criteria that
Robert Mendelsohnn, former director of medical consultation
for Head Start, used to determine the impact of Head Start
on children and their families. He suggested that Head
Start should be evaluated by the number of families that it
helped out of poverty.
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Interpretation of Relationship Between Site
Visits and our Framework
From the conceptual framework, several questions were
developed which expressed the main idea of each assumption.
The response to each question was achieved by observing the
program in action, talking to the staff, and reviewing cur-
riculum guides and brochures which described the programs.
The first set of questions were based on Assumption I
which is the belief that Black children share a common cul-
tural heritage. In order to apply this assumption to edu-
cational programs, we considered the following questions:
(1) Does the classroom reflect the cultural background of
the children enrolled in the program; (2) do the materials
and books reflect a nonracist perspective; and (3) does the
program actively recruit and employ teachers who are sensi-
tive to the needs, values and beliefs of Black people? Most
of the programs did not seriously plan or design curriculum
which reflected the cultural background of Black children,
and they did not actively recruit teachers who were Black.
However, all of the teachers at the Melrose School, the Chad
School
,
and the Mary Belk Day Care Center were Black even
though they did not have a policy to only hire Blacks. The
staffs of all of the other programs were well integrated
with a representative number of Blacks. There seemed to be
a genuine effort made by the directors to make sure that the
teachers were sensitive to the needs of Black children.
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For example, the EDC approach always employs one person from
the community as an assistant teacher in the classroom.
While visiting the Roxbury Community School, there was some
evidence that it was beneficial to have a person from the
neighborhood in the classroom. In one of the classrooms
the children became very disruptive when the teacher left
the group and even after the teacher returned, she was un-
able to control the class. It took warm but firm interven-
tion from the community teacher to calm the children down.
It was quite obvious that even though she did not have a
degree in education, she understood the children in that
class quite well and was able to respond to their needs.
There was almost no emphasis on providing curriculum
which was reflective of the cultural background of Black
children. The Distar or Direct Instruction Model which is
primarily concerned with the basic skills does not consider
cultural background as an issue in the educational process.
Looking into classrooms at the Melrose School, the only
visible evidence that Black children attended the school was
the fact that the staff and children were Black. The idea
that was emphasized in this program was that a curriculum
should not teach Black values because it is the responsibil-
ity of the home to instill values in children. The Chad
School used the terms "Brother" and "Sister" to address each
other, even though there were no other obvious signs of
Black awareness but the director stated that teaching about
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the contributions of Blacks was important. Since the school
changed its focus from a Black Nationalist School to a
school that emphasized basic skills, little importance has
been placed on cultural awareness. The Head Start program
demonstrated its awareness of the cultural needs of Black
children by planning workshops on multicultural issues; and
by buying materials which show children from various ethnic
backgrounds; using books which are nonracist; and using
dolls, puppets and other dramatic play materials which are
multi-ethnic. The EDC Approach at the Roxbury Community
School showed very obvious signs of an emphasis on cultural
awareness. In most of the classrooms, there were projects
which dealt with the cultural heritage of Black children.
In the K-l classroom, the children had just completed a unit
on Black cowboys. There were stories written by the chil-
dren about Black cowboys, towns were constructed which
showed where these cowboys lived, and children were develop-
ing a skit about the Black cowboys they had studied. There
were also numerous other areas of the school that showed
basketweaving projects, tie dyeing, a large map of Africa,
and on entering the school, at the very top of the steps was
a bulletin board with Fredrick Douglass. The Responsive
Education Program also emphasized cultural pluralism and
presently the program is in the process of testing their
cultural pluralistic component. The program used materials
which are nonracist and which showed children from various
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ethnic and cultural backgrounds working together. The evi-
dence of Black children in the school was demonstrated
through bulletin boards, materials, books, and children's
writings and drawings.
The second set of questions were based on Assumption
II, which is that the roots of Black family life are based
on an extended model which is often different from but not
inferior to the American nuclear family concept. The ques-
tions that we were concerned with were: (1) Does the pro-
gram consider the family as an essential part of the child's
development; and (2) Does the program allow for parent par-
ticipation in the decision-making process?
The family was considered a vital part of each of the
programs. A few of the programs even placed special empha-
sis on the role of the family as a part of the school's
total program. Two of the independent programs, the Chad
School and the Melrose School, emphasized the importance of
maintaining contact with parents about their children. The
Melrose School also stressed the importance of allowing
parents to work as paraprofessional s in the classrooms and
learning how the school operates so that they can take over
any job in the school including director. Workshops were
implemented to help parents develop skills ranging from
helping their children with homework to bookkeeping. Head
Start, which has a parent involvement component, used par-
ents in the classrooms, as members of the policy council
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which sets policy for the program, and on various school
committees. Head Start considers the family as essential to
the child's total development; therefore, there were also
parent education workshops. Unique to the Responsive Educa-
tion Model was a parent/child library which can be used by
parents and children. It provided parents with a link to
the school.
The third group of questions was formulated from a
belief that many Black children grow up in Black communities
which are significant influences in the development of a
positive view of self. The question that we were concerned
with was: Does the program recognize and include the com-
munity as a resource for learning? The programs did not
seem to include the community in the planning or implementa-
tion of curriculum or policy. The connection between the
programs and the community seemed at best superficial. For
example, the CORE Community verbally supported the concept
of community involvement as well as community control but
walking into the school there was no evidence that the com-
munity was welcomed. As a matter of fact the door to the
school was locked and as a visitor I felt unwelcomed. The
other programs took the children on field trips and employed
people from the community but that was the extent of com-
munity involvement.
Assumption IV which focused on the strengths of Black
children is translated into questions which relate directly
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to the interactions in the classroom and the curriculum.
The questions were: (1) Does the program's curriculum en-
courage the creative use of language; spontaneity and crea-
tivity in children; and independence and self-motivation in
children; and (2) Does the program value the strengths of
individual children by individualizing instruction? All of
the programs stated in their guidelines that they supported
individualized instruction. Generally, there was evidence
of small group instruction in all of the programs. However,
the program that seemed best able to demonstrate an individ-
ualized approach was the Responsive Education Approach. In
these classrooms, children were engaged in numerous activi-
ties simultaneously and appeared to be self-motivated. On
entering any one of the classrooms an observer might see one
group of children writing stores or reading a book while an-
other group might be working on a mathematics project or
working with a teacher or aide. In the other programs indi-
vidualization meant decreasing the pupil-teacher ratio and
having one to three small groups rather than one large
group. Also in most of the programs there was considerable
emphasis on using standardized tests to compare the perform-
ance of the children in their program with children in the
public schools. The Responsive Model was the model that was
least concerned with test for comparisons. They used tests
for diagnostic purposes.
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the independent schools, the Melrose School, Chad, and the
CORE Community School, focused on learning the basic skills
and emphasized learning to read through phonics and develop-
ing good writing skills. The goal was generally to make
sure that Black children learned to use and speak Standard
English without directly considering the effect of the ap-
proach that they used to achieve that goal. The Direct In-
struction Method used language training techniques to change
the language of Black children as well as a phonetic ap-
proach to teach reading. In this program there is no room
for self-expression or creativity. At the Mary Belk Day
Care Center, children are in the process of learning lan-
guage and the emphasis is on providing good models. The EDC
Model emphasized the basics and encouraged the use of phone-
tic approaches to reading. Also this program encourages the
use of language skills in writing language experience
stories. The Responsive Education Approach seemed most re-
sponsive to the language of the children in the program.
The program asserted that children's natural language is an
asset therefore it should be accepted and reinforced. The
child's natural language is used as the basis for the acqui-
sition of written language skills. In addition, the natural
language of children is expanded by modeling and encourage-
ment. The program also views reading as a language process
and focuses on getting meaning from print which stresses
comprehension as the goal of reading instruction;
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therefore
, the child's dialect does not have to match the
printed page in order to be considered a proficient reader.
Summary of Findings
In summary
,
site visits to the e .ghth educational pro-
grams— the Melrose School, the Chad School, the CORE Commun-
ity School, the Mary Belk Day Care Center, the Direct In-
struction Model, Head Start, the Responsive Education Ap-
proach, and the Education Development Center Open Education
Program—revealed that educational programs do not generally
consider the cultural or developmental needs of Black chil-
dren when developing curriculum. Alternative approaches as
demonstrated in the sites that I visited emphasized the
"back to basics" approach with emphasis on reading, writing,
and arithmetic skills as a means to an end. The end gener-
ally being success in public schools and the mainstream so-
ciety. It seemed as if the developers of these educational
programs believed that cultural awareness had to be sacri-
ficed for the basics and that the two concepts could not
exist simultaneously. For the most part, these programs
were only alternatives because they were aware that Black
children did have special needs and that Black children were
an extension of their family and community. Cultural aware-
ness, parent and community involvement, and recognizing the
strengths of Black children were not easily recognizable as
elements of the programs that I observed. The program that
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generally attempted to address these issues in significant
ways was the Responsive Education Approach; therefore, it is
my contention that the alternative programs that I visited
did not provide genuine alternatives to the public schools.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
There was general agreement among the scholars about
our framework as a viable means for planning, developing,
and evaluating educational programs that Black children
participate in. Thus our framework which is based on as-
sumptions about the sociocultural backgrounds of Black
children tends to be a more realistic way of looking at
Black children. This framework provides social scientists a
starting point to begin to look at the strengths of Black
children and translate those strengths into educational pro-
gramming. Work of this nature is almost nonexistent, since
most of the research involving Black children is usually
comparative in nature or clinical; therefore, it is hoped
that this study will contribute to the field.
Conclusions from the Questionnaire
Since our framework was based on four assumptions
which were developed by the author, we were concerned with
the validity of the framework. The responses of the scho-
lars supported our contention that our framework presented a
viable way of looking at Black children. There was general
agreement among them about the importance of the elements
that we identified necessary to understanding the
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sociocultural environments that Black children and grow in.
They also recognized the importance of these elements as
part of the educational programs that Black children parti-
cipate in.
Conclusions from the Profiles
The site visits provided us with an insight about the
implementation of educational programs that Black children
participate in. Some of the programs were even designed
especially for Black children. All of the programs that we
visited seemed to be concerned primarily with the assimila-
tion of Black children into the dominant culture. Most of-
ten this was achieved by neglecting the culture of Black
children. The emphasis was on preparing children for the
future which generally meant focusing on the basic skills;
reading, writing, and arithmetic. The Responsive Education
Model was the approach which seemed best able to combine the
development of academic skills with cultural awareness and
developmental theory. Generally our framework did not seem
significant to the implementation of the programs that we
observed since it is based on the notion that it is impor-
tant for one to understand and accept their culture. It was
quite obvious that the educational programs that we visited
did not consider the sociocultural background of Black chil-
dren important; often cultural awareness was sacrificed for
An explanation of thisan emphasis on academics.
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phenomenon in the education of Black children was best de-
scribed by Carter Woodson (1933) almost fifty years ago:
The education of the Negroes, then, the most important
thing in the uplift of the Negroes, is almost entirely
in the hands of those who have enslaved and now segre-
gate them. With 'mis-educated Negroes' in control of
themselves, however, it is doubtful that the system
would be very much different from what it is or that it
would rapidly undergo change. The Negroes thus placed
in charge would be the products of the same system and
would show no more conception of the task at hand than
do whites who have educated them and shaped their minds
as they would have them function. Negro education of
today may have more sympathy and interest in the race
than the whites now exploiting Negro institutions as
educators, but the former have no more vision than their
competitors. Taught from books of the same bias,
trained by Caucasians of the same prejudices or by
Negroes of enslaved mind . . .
The visions of Goodson were quite evident in the attempts
that are being made to provide alternative educational pro-
grams for Black children in both the independent Black
schools and the early intervention models.
Educators are still not able to move beyond the ac-
cepted philosophies and the status quo when developing and
implementing educational programs for Black children. It
seems that the most accepted belief is that if Black chil-
dren are not taught by using the same methods employed and
accepted by the dominant society, then they will not learn
to read and write. Another attitude or belief seems to be
that unless Black children give up their culture and become
totally assimilated they will never succeed in the dominant
society. We contend that these beliefs are not valid and
are self-defeating for the survival of Black people. Thus,
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Black people must define .the education of their children and
it must be based on the attitudes and values which are a
part of Black culture. There are few genuine alternatives
for Black children; however, we contend that an educational
program based on our framework can provide a starting point.
An educational program that reflects the culture of the
people it serves and includes the family and community in
the educational process as well as preapring the children
that it serves with survival skills to deal with the domi-
nant society is essential
.
Suggestions for Future Research
Since research on Black children is quite limited, it
is essential that social scientists begin to look at the ex-
periences of Black children and their families. There are
several areas of our framework which are based on too little
data. Some of the areas include the childrearing practices
of Black parents; the strengths of Black children; the lan-
guage acquisition of nonstandard speakers; and the influence
of the Black family and community on the self-concept of
Black children. Social scientists have genereally accepted
the comparative psychological and sociological studies which
have often been used to show the inferiority of Blacks. It
is now time that social scientsts begin to move beyond that
and begin to look at Black children in their natural envi-
ronments and base their findings on an understanding of
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their motives and purposes-. Our framework provides a start-
ing point but it can be extended and improved using the
recommendations stated above. First, we can begin to
understand Black children, the Black family, and the Black
community better by looking at the literature written about
Black people by Blacks. In numerous works, both fiction and
nonfiction, Blacks have expressed the nature of their strug-
gle as well as the effects of racism and oppression on their
childhood and development. It seems that these writings are
a major neglected source of written materials that can pro-
vide social scientists with an understanding of Black cul-
ture .
It is also necessary to conduct studies about Black
people which are based on an understanding of the values,
norms, and perspective of Black people. For example, there
is more research needed on the child rearing practices of
Black parents. It seems that the easiest way to find out
about what Black parents consider important elements in the
child rearing process is to ask them. In addition to inter-
viewing them, one could observe their behavior when they are
interacting with their children to get a better understand-
ing of the relationship between what they do and what they
say. It is also important to find out from the parents why
they do what they do. Likewise, research is needed which
looks at the effects of the home and community on the self-
concept of Black children and which attempts to present a
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children based on an understanding of how their home and
community influence their behavior. To begin to look at
such issues, one should probably observe Black children in
various natural settings—home, community, and school.
Second, we need to extend the manner in which we look
at educational programs that Black children participate in.
In addition to an interview, the development of an observa-
tional tool based on our framework would seem to be useful
and needs to be constructed. The instrument would be a rat-
ing scale which would examine the presence of cultural in-
fluences in the classroom and how these elements impact on
teacher attitudes and teacher-child interactions. For ex-
ample, it seems that since language attitudes critically
influence teachers' behavior towards children's abilities, a
classroom that considers the cultural uniqueness of children
would emphasize language diversity and acceptance. There-
fore, we might observe the behavior of the teacher in lan-
guage related activities as well as look at the approach
used to teach reading. The instrument would provide us with
a more systematic way of evaluating the programs that Black
children participate in.
Finally, the framework can be translated into prac-
tical methods for modifying and changing existing educa-
tional programs. The application of this framework to edu-
cational programs that Black children participate in es-
sential. The first assumption of our framework is based on
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an understanding of the cultural heritage of Black children.
It is based on an acceptance of the culture of Black chil-
dren. In the classroom, this framework can be translated
into practical applications: by using curriculum which in-
cludes the contributions of Blacks to society; by making
sure that the classroom environment reflects the cultural
background of children involved in the program; by using
books and materials which are nonracist; and by employing
teachers and staff who are representative of the backgrounds
of the children in the program.
Also, educational programs can use the family and com-
munity as a part of the curriculum. Experiences which allow
children to take an active part in the community where they
live. Activities might include field trips, allowing chil-
dren to interact with community people with special skills
inside and outside of the school, and learning how the com-
munity operates. In addition to including the community as
a part of the school’s curriculum there is also a real need
for open communication between the school and community.
There should be attempts made to include parents in the
decision-making processes of the program as well as
providing parents with knowledge about the program including
goals and purposes. The community should also have open
access to the school at all times.
Another area which needs attention is the development
of curriculum which focuses on the strengths of Black
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children. First and foremost, the acceptance of the natural
language of children is essential. It is important to ac-
cept the natural language of children because the language
that children use is systematic and rule-governed. It is
also important to note that acceptance of children's natural
language whether it is a standard or nonstandard dialect is
crucial because children learn language from "significant
others" and people that they respect; therefore, to reject a
child's language means a rejection of their family and cul-
ture. This belief was supported by Courtney Cazden when she
stated:
How any person—child or adult—speaks depends not only
on who he is, but also on how he sees himself vis-a-vis
others, on who he wants to be. This is a clear example
of affective influences on cognitive learning. From the
beginning of the language-learning process, children
pick their models. This is not done consciously. But
we have seen before how powerful non-consc ious knowledge
can be, and attitudes are made up of knowledge plus a
strong positive or negative valance. If children didn't
pick their models in this sense, there would be no way
to explain why Black children speak the dialect of their
parents or peers despite hours of exposure to network
(usually Standard) English over TV.
However, acceptance of the language of Black children does
not mean that we do not understand or acknowledge the atti-
tudes of society toward nonstandard speakers; instead, we
believe that because these attitudes are so prevalent it is
important to remove the stigma attached to language differ-
ences. It is essential to accept the natural language of
children so that they can learn to read and use language ef-
fectively. Accordingly, our framework supports a reading
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program that views reading as a language process. Reading
must be seen as a means of communication between the reader
and the author of the text. Reading instruction should fo-
cus on reading rather than changing children's dialects or
engaging in activities which focus on sound-letter corre-
spondence and recognition of words in isolation. In place
of this approach, we propose that children should be exposed
to print in books, newspapers, magazines, and on posters and
signs. Children should have an opportunity to read books
and stories which are written using the language patterns of
children and reflect the experiential and cultural diversity
of this society. They should also have an opportunity to
write stories, poems, and plays. Consequently, we maintain
that a language and reading program must focus on communica-
tion therefore accepting the language of children and dimi-
nishing the interference that nonstandard speakers encounter
in the classroom.
We also believe that Black children like most other
children would probably best benefit from an open education
or progressive educational environment because these philo-
sophies best support and accept the individual differences
and abilities of children. A curriculum which looks at the
individual needs of children is more likely to acknowledge
cultural variation and promote learning through experiences
which is in accordance with the foundation of our framework.
The suggestions that I have given concerning the practical
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application of our framework to educational programs can be
implemented with little problem even though there is little
evidence of these elements in most classrooms.
We contend that our framework is the most reasonable
and viable approach to developing educational programs for
Black children. We believe that a sociocultural perspective
is necessary because it considers the purposes and motives
of groups of people as well as individuals; therefore, there
must be a continual effort by educators, Black and White, to
implement and explore the importance of cultural influences
on the total development of Black children.
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251 Prince House
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003
September 25, 1979
Dear
As a part of my dissertation research, I have de-
veloped a conceptual framework which focuses on the
strengths of Black children. The framework is an attempt
to present an alternate perspective to developing and
evaluating programs for Black children. I do not believe
that this framework can take the place of societal changes
however, I do believe that the framework can provide a per
spective which considers the total sociocultural environ-
ment of Black children, thus improving the kinds of ex-
periences that they receive in educational institutions.
Since the framework was developed by me using selected
sources of social science research; it seems necessary to
consult other scholars and experts in the field. There-
fore, I am asking you to complete the enclosed question-
naire and return it in the self-addressed stamped envelope
Thank you in advance for your prompt response and
consideration.
Sincerely
,
Margaret A. King
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QUESTIONNAIRE I
Here are four elements that we consider important to
understanding the sociocultural environment of Black chil-
dren. These elements are based on the premise that Black
children share a common cultural heritage which forms the
basis for a unique family style and community life which
supports the positive growth and development of these chil-
dren. We believe that it is necessary to consider and un-
derstand the interrelationship of these elements when
developing programs for Black children because these ele-
ments seem to influence Black children's view of the world.
We have defined these elements in our four basic assump-
tions which we will describe briefly in the statements
below.
Directions for Completing the Questionnaire
Please read each assumption and rate the statements
under It according to its level of importance to you. The
major question to consider when rating these statements is,
"How significant do you believe the element (s) that we have
referred to in the statement are for the total development
of Black children?" In other words, "Do you believe that
these elements are essential for the continual growth and
development of Black children so that they will become
self-reliant and productive individuals in this society?"
Next to each statement you will find the numbers 1 through
5. For each statement, you should circle one number using
the code given below :
1 = Essential
2 = Very Important but not essential
3 = Important
4 = Less Important
5 = Not Important
Assumption I: Black children share a common cultural heri -
tage, a history of slavery, oppression, and
racial injustice in America .
This assumption is based on our belief that it is important
for us to consider the Black child's environment because we
believe that the sociocultural experiences that Black
people have encountered for more than three centuries in
the United States have provided the foundation for many of
the experiences that occur in the lives of Black children
today. This cultural heritage which is a collection of
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shared African-American experiences has provided the basisfor the development of social institutions within the Black
community. From this cultural heritage, certain strengths
evolved to support the existence of Black people in a hos-tile and oppressive environment. Among these were unity,
,
and the collective resistance of the slaves
which supported the formation of a unique family life, re-
ligion, music, and language system. Since Black peole were
able to adapt and utilize this system as a mechanism for
survival; institutions, customs, beliefs, and attitudes
were developed which are very much a part of the experi-
ences of Black children today. Since one's cultural heri-
tage is an essential part of one's total development, we
believe that:
1. The curriculum of educational programs
must reflect and consider the cultural back-
ground of Black children.
2. The program should include and define
unity, solidarity, and cooperativeness among
Black people as an important aspect of the
total curriculum.
3. The program should be required to use
materials which reflect Black values, norms,
and perspectives and encourage the develop-
ment of a positive ethnic identity among
Black children.
4. The program needs to focus on the posi-
tive contributions of Black Americans to
America's history.
5. There must be a genuine effort to use
materials and books which are nonracist and
which show the importance of Blacks in this
society
.
6. The program should consider the nature
of oppression, racism, and social injustice
in this society.
7. The program must actively recruit and
employ teachers , directors , and researchers
who are Black.
Circle One
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
12 3-45
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
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8. The program ought to stress humanism or
the worth and importance of people versus
materials
.
9 . The program must conduct monthly work-
shops which educate teachers and other
staff members to the strengths, abilities,
values, and culture of Black children and
their families.
10. The program should stress that one's
future development and progress is based on
an understanding of one's history and cul-
tural heritage.
Circle One
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
Assumption II: Black children grow and develop in a com-
plex family environment which is different
in customs, organization, and perspective
from that of the dominant culture.
It is our belief that the Black child's family is the most
significant and influential element in their lives. It is
the family that provides the Black child with the skills
that they need to copy and adapt to the institutions in the
larger society. In the Black family, the Black child
learns the values, customs, traditions, and beliefs which
have sustained the Black cultural system in America. We
believe that the Black family is able to provide Black
children with the support that they need because it is
based on an extended model which values and supports the
needs of Black people. Because the family is a significant
part of the children's development:
1. The program must consider the values,
norms, and beliefs of the family when
developing and implementing curriculum.
2. The program should consider and explain
the positive differences in family struc-
tures when implementing units on families.
3.
The program needs to recognize all
family styles and structures as equally
valuable
.
Circle One
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
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4. The program ought to provide mechanismsfor maintaining the Black family as the
child's primary socializing agent.
5. The program must promote the develop-
ment of values similar to those of the
Black family, i.e., a sense of purpose, a
sense of achievement, a sense of pride, a
sense of cooperativeness.
6. Parent participation in general develop-
ment, curriculum development, and policy-
making is a must.
7. The program must provide support systems
for the Black family.
8. The program must recruit teachers who
are sensitive to and aware of the signifi-
cance of the family to the child's develop-
ment.
9 . The program should institute parent
teacher workshops so that parents and
teachers can share their views on child-
rearing .
10. The program ought to emphasize" the
importance of family relationships among
Black people.
Circle One
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
Assumption III: Black children grow up in communities
which support their "blackness" and help
them to develop a view of themselves which
reflects the positive attitudes and be-
liefs of the Black family which is often
contradictory to the views of the larger
society .
We believe that the Black community, along with its insti-
tutions such as the Black family and the Black church, is
the primary agent for transmitting values and beliefs to
Black children. Hence, many of the attitudes which are
transmitted to Black children through experiences in their
own community help them to develop a positive view of
themselves. As a consequence of this, the Black community
is instrumental in helping Black children develop Black
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values and norms which are based on the cultural traditions
of Black people. We believe that it is necessary for edu-
cational programs to acknowledge the role of Black com-
munity therefore:
Circle One
1. The program must employ staff and
teachers that live in the community. 1 2 3 4 5
2 . The program ought to use the com-
munity as a primary source when develop-
ing curriculum. 1 2 3 4 5
3. The program needs to include the com-
munity in the decision-making processes. 1 2 3 4 5
4. The program must recognize the Black
community as a significant factor in the
Black child's development, especially in
the development of an ethnic identity. 1 2 3 4 5
5. The program should encourage a collec-
tive or group orientation among children
rather than individualistic orientation. 1 2 3 4 5
6. The program ought to transmit values
and norms from the community which are
useful to the total development of Black
children. 1 2 3 4 5
7 . The program should focus on the impor-
tance of institutions within the Black
community, especially the Black church. 1 2 3 4 5
8. The program must provide members of
the community with open access to the
school
.
1 2 3 4 5
9 . The program should focus on the Black
community as a possible source of econo-
mic and political power. 1 2 3 4 5
10. The program ought to provide oppor-
tunities for the continual communication
between the school personnel and the com-
munity through workshops, open houses,
etc. 1 2 3 4 5
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Assumption IV: Black children have many unique strengths
and abilities which help them to deal ef-fectively with their environment.
We believe that Black children are unique individuals with
skills and abilities which are often overlooked becausethey do not necessarily influence school achievement. How-
ever, these strengths— a unique and expressive communica-tion system, social perceptiveness and resourcefulness,
creativity and spontaneity, and a real world orientation
—
have been instrumental in helping Black children cope with
a hostile, oppressive, and often demeaning society.
1. The program must encourage and support
the language of Black children.
2. The program must encourage the children
to use their natural language; that is, the
language of their home and community
.
3. The program must employ teachers who
are knowledgeable about the structural as
well as the social features of Black
English
.
4. The program, while focusing on the cul-
tural strengths of Black children, should
help them to develop the basic skills which
are essential for survival in the public
schools
Circle One
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
5. The program must provide a curriculum
which is reflective of the immediate envi-
ronment that Black children live and grow in. 12345
6. The program should encourage creativity
and spontaneity by structuring the classroom
environment so that it is flexible and non-
oppressive. 12345
7. The program must encourage the develop-
ment of skills which will help Black children
become independent and self-sufficient. 12345
8. The program should provide and environ-
ment which is nonthreatening and which helps
Black children to cope with the ever present
hostility and oppression of the larger society. 12345
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Circle One
9. The program ought to help Black children
to use their creativity and spontaneity for
constructive purposes. 12345
10. The program must provide workshops for
teachers to help them to understand the lan-
guage system of the Black community. 12345
Thank you for responding. If you have any additional com-
ments, please write them below.
Margaret King


